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Chapter I. 
THE PHILADET,PHIA BACKGROUND 
The 1840 18 witnessed the emergence of Philadelphia as a big city from 
the old provincial town. These changes raised political-legal, economic, 
ethnic and religious problems which interacted to form the background of 
one of the most violent outbreaks of rioting in the early history of this 
country. 
r- - r 
In the thirties and forties Philadelphia had just b~gun to move away 
I 
from the patterns of government and economic organization formed iri her 
' 
colonial past. It had, been the largest city in colonial America, fortu-
nately situated near the mid-point of the new nation. With a good harbor 
_-'~·-··- ... - _-,, -'··--· ·----.~---, .. 
. '<.. - . -- . :. ,;-_, --- - ... 
>-. 
on the Delaware and its central location, the city-had become the economic 
center of the country. For a period it served as the capita1,'J)ending the .. 
t' \=.. 
completion of the new Federal city, and cherished the hope of retaining 
thiS position until the famous bargain moved the government to Washington. 
Since the early days of the Commonwealth, merchants had dominated the 
. -·· .. -· .. ~ ··-· ... -~····-Quaker City... Their wealth was largely based on the triangular trade they 
' 
had developed with Africa B.Ild France. In the post-Revolutionary period 
they supported the Federalists and later became strong Whigs, reflecting 
. . . ' 
= ' 1 the drives which characterized the merchant class. In ~is extended analy~ 
--... 
C 
., 
.... _' ~--· 
.. -· ··- ... 
-2-
aia of the City of Brotherly Love, The PriYate City, Philadelphia in Three 
.. Periods of Its Growth, Sam Bass Warner, Jr. shows how merchant control, in 
1 combination with the extreme sense of private economic aspiration character-
izing the new Republic, made nearly impossible the development of a true 
urban communjty. The old city had done well with a merchant system of gov-
ernment because of the wide breadth of experience and opinion it harnessed 
to its various commjssions~ boards and public bodies. But the time and 
. - --. - . 
situation had changed, vlth the result that the sons ~d grandsons of the 
great merchants no longer had this breadth of experience. The city changed; 
and they found themselves in an entirely different situation. 2 By the for-
ties many of the leadership positions had passed from the old merchant 
leaders to the lawyers. Scharf and Westcott indicate that the lawyers• 
-
control of political positions was one of the reasons that consolidation ) 
did not take place earlier than 1854. Their fear of losing the many posts 
which they held in the numerous political subdivisions of the county caused 
-.. ' 
them to oppose· every a~tempt at bringing the urban district under one gov~ 
ernment.3 
""'\ (' The changes in leadership indicated above accompanied basic difficulties 
/imposed by the outmoded legal structure of the area which finally became the 
__ .,. 
city of Philadelphia. Until the consolidation lll __ 1854, __ the city proper con~- ·--··------··-··. 
si·sted of the two square miles betwe.en the rivers laid out by William Penn's 
surveyor in 1682. Added to the city to form the urban district were twenty-. ., 
/ 
eight other self-governing political units within the county lines. Each of -· .. . . -·-- ...... - -- _ ...... ·-
these units maintained its own ·police authority (or, in many cases, lack of 
) it). Each had its Own politt~al structure, offices, councils and so forth. 
- .-·· "111111~ -
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
f 
The ring areas tended to baye a Democratic majority while the core city vae 
controlled by the Whigs, who feared consolidation. .. 
The drive to consolidate the city and the urban districts had begun at 
the end of the eighteenth century. It was actually the fulfillment of 
Penn's idea, as he had foreseen the city as six miles long and two miles 
vi.de. However, at the time this was beyond the imaginations of most people, 
and the smaller size prevailed. With the growth of industry in Philadelphia 
and its importance as a trading center, people began to speak of bringing 
all of the urban districts under one government. This was particularly 
necessary because of the problems of police protection. Whig fears of lo~ 
ing control of the city's government were a major factor in preventing con-
solidation even after the riots of 1844, which were the most violent and 
destructive ever experienced. 
The situation in the urban area has been described as "impossible" by 
Elizabeth Geffen. All that was necessary for a law-breaker to do ·to escape 
punishment was cross into another jurisdiction. Even in the city itself the 
police for:zce consisted of only twenty-four day police and 120 night watchmen. 
--This was later reduced because it was "too expensive". The districts often 
had no police force, only a single constable to whom no funds were given to (9 
_ .hire ~ssis~ance, or t,_9 -~- ~uch_as$istants. once procured. There also existed 
-n~ way of compelling service in,~ posse.4 Only when the militia was called 
up- and martial law proclaimed could control be ex~rcised over the entire 
urban area })ya single.author!t,y. 
,/. 
.'1 
..,, ' 
.p 
.-,,a. 
\ 
' 
-4-· 
Far from being a city in Quaker gray, Philadelphia had a notable record 
of riot, discord and violence. Newspapers even went so far as to comm.en~ 
\_ upon a "Quiet Sunday", as did the Public Ledger on April 1, 1844. Professor 
Geffen has written a short history of violence in Philadelphia during the 
forties and fifties, which features examples of rioting apprentices and boys 
in 1702, through women tearing up fences and beating the owner of the land 
for shooting three hogs; through political riots over the xyz Affair, which 
caused President John Adams to fear for his safety, to riots on the Bourse 
oYer stocks of a new bank. 
Politics provided a continuing excuse for an outbreak of disorder. In 
October 1834, Whig rowdies cut down the Jackson Tree in front of thf' ~1110-
cratic headquarters in Moyamensing. Retaliation was demanded, and Jackson 
toughs not only cut:_t d_own the Whig Liberty Pole but also burned down the _ 
Whig headquarters. For the first time in this riot, firemen ~re prevented 
from attempting to put out the fire. 5 All types of riot forms are found, 
6 and they occur with increasing frequency and severity • 
. . 
Social conflict also provided a major cause of riotous outbreaks, and a 
·-·-
group which frequently found itself the target of violent attacks was the 
Philadelphia Negro. Long a ceriter of abolitionism, the city also remained 
' 
,..-~ 
4•, 
1 
....... 
closely vied to the South, it~ best customer. This ambivale.nee. produced ............................................ . ', l 
·· ·: - · · 111.&ny violent outbreaks from the beginn4g of the century on. other groups, 
too, became targets of violence, including both political parties, non- '' . -~ ' 
strikers, and, finally, Irish Catholics. The general lack of policing in " 
· the Jban districts gave much aid to the rioters. In the section tollo~ 
,,--~",S--.~ ,-a - ------------11111111!11 .. -1111111111. • 
_) 
-5-
' we shall examjne in more detail some or the seTere of the riots which 
gave Philadelphia a reputation !or Yiolenee. 
The aajority of Negroes, about 60 per cent, living in this southern-
. oriented northern city, dwelt in a shantytown on the southern edge of Phila-
delphia, bordering and including parts of the districts of Southwark and Moya-
aensing, and also parts of Cedar, Locust, New Market and Pine wards of the 
city. Thie location, Qn the boundaries of several political unjts, was par-
) 
ticularly poor in relation to police services. Each j~i~di-c4on ac~epted 
/ 
----- -- - ----/ 
responsibility only for problems in its own area, anl since the Negro district 
spanned three municipal lines, all generally refused responsibility because 
~ 4 
of the confusion of boundaries within the ghetto. 
From August 1834 on, anti-Negro demonstrations occurred with increasjng 
frequency and severity. Warner states that the Negro ghe-tto became a "target 
·-- .. ···--·--····"-- ... -- ------ __ for socially acceptable violence" as ·a result of the extensive propaganda 
• .ow., .. ~ -• __ •• .,.,-., -- -·-•--• ~• ,... 
, .... 
war bet.ween abolitionist and southerner. 7 The riot in August 1834 apparent!~ 
·began over a fist fight between whites and blacks, which, in the course of two 
8 days, erupted into severe rioting and the destruction of a Negro church. 
r The dgage done by these riots was approximately $4000. 9; the -rioters were· 
finally put to flight by the arrival of a posse comitatus. One year 1,ter a 
1\ 
group of young bu~~~-@-~_.leaders .. held ·&n·anti~abolitionist ·meeting • . Following -. .... . . . . . ·-· .. . --·· or--~'- -~ •• , .•........• ""' - .. "'. 
the meeting,_ a riot almost developed when some longshoremen found a crate 'Of (1 . 
abolitionist materials. One of the leaders of the group, Robert G. Conrad, 
was later elected mayor of the consolidated city on the· Bativist ticket. 10 
.· Relations between black and white further deteriorated in -1837. The country 
.... --··········-····-·· 
' ' ,~· 
vae in the midst of a depression and labor troubles, and twice during the 
spring the aayor had to quell riots again·st the Negro ghetto. That ~per 
11 
the Constitution of the Ccwmomrealth was changed to prohibit Ne,ro voting. 
, 
The following year one of the most serious episodes in Philadelphia's history of violence occurred, the burning of Pennsylvania Hall. Designed as •• .'>-.. 
• 
the center for the abolitionist movement and other benevolent societies, it was completed in the spring of 1838. A large dedicatory aeetjng convened on 
Monday, May ~4th, and the first two days passed without major incident. On 
Wednesday, large mobs broke up a meeting of voaen under the leadership of 
Angelina Grimke~. Thursday, the managers of the Hall requested protection 
troa the mayor, who stated he was unable to provide sufficient force to pro-tect them and urged cancellation of the meeting. After much discussion~ 
...... 
~ 
.,,•" 
this was done, and the managers placed the Hall in the ~yor:~ .. i --c~tody. At 
-
-..-· ., 
.. -
__ .._----···-ten p.m., the mob which had !~t!:zz-ou1 oroiee···1n-and set the building OD fire. . . .. ,·~_,t__ 
.: ... . , ~ ............ ,,. 
"" The volunteer fire companies, when called, refused to do anything except wet down adjoining buildings, and.the Hall was completely destroyed. The follow-ing evening, the mobs continued their attacks, with the attempted destruction of the Fr.iends' Asylum for Colored Orphans. An editorial in the Public Ledger condemning the mob's actions made necessary the posting of constables around 1 12 ~-its office for protection. 
· ( 
" 
-.......... - ·- ........... ::: ..... __ 
····---·-·······-··········a,-.......... ·- ··-··· ·······• --~-· -- .... ----· ····-- ·- -- ---···-··- ••'"'•,-·,,~ .. -·-·· 
t Rioting continued endemic in Philadelphia. Four years after the Pennsyl-, 
yania Ball ri~t, two further outbreaks occurred •. In .the interim, numerous 
,, 
small incidents took place, involving volunteer firemen, blacks and others, 
. but nothing or major scale. Again in August a series or anti-Negro riots 
. tr' 
' 
_, 
- ---- -- --· .; : -. .-·-
... 
.o--! 
I 
J 
'-7-
. 
broke out, which resulted in the burning of a aeeting hall, o! a nU11ber of 
colored beneficial societies, plus the Negro Presbyterian Church on St. 
·, 13 Mary's Street, in addition to a nuaber of houses. The following day gangs 
' ot Irish weavers and coal heaYers, along ~he Schuylkill at the southwest . 
edge of town, roamed the area, beating up any stray Negroes they found report-
/ ~ ing for work. The sheriff sent a large posse into the district, and the gangs 
turned on them, sending them running back to the city. According to Warner, this was the first incident which placed native law officers and their depu-ties against the Irish. The rioters were put down only when the mayor called 
out seven companies of militia. 14 
r j 
-
• 
l 
Labor disturbances added additional Tiolence to Philadelphia's record 
/ 
/ 
during the period prior to 1844. -----~ ' Early in 184.3, a riot occurred in the Ken-
~"<i sington area near the "Nannygoat Market". This involved some Irish weavers, 
who had gone out on strike and who attempted to force others out with them. The S?eriff was called and brought with him a small posse, which proved to be inadequa~e to the situation. Confronted by the rioters, the posse melted \ away, leaving the sheriff with two men and a boy against a mob numbering 
. about one hundred. The mob severely beat them, and it took four companies 
I 
of militia to put down the riot. When it was over, eight were arrested for b t . th h . ff d hi 11 b t '-ad I · h ·· - t5. 
ea 1ng e s er1 . an s posse~ a u __ one. --1-1 ... an · ris naae. 
This brief s1munaey of some of the majo·r public disturbances in the dee-¢ ' 
ade preceding the Riots of 1844, indicates both that the city was no stranger 
' 
. 
to such violent outbursts, and also some of the very real difficulties present 
._._,_. -- ",, 
/ 
\. 
., 
-8-
ill the problea o! controlling them.. The political and legal structure of 
the c011D1unity was unable to take the necessary steps to oTercoae the causes 
~! these outbursts. There, is, hoveYer., aore than this in Philadelphia's 
background. 
Another major factor in the building toward the Riots of 1844 was the 
' 
city's general economy. Recurring financia panics and depressions marred 
a general economic rise during the period f ·om 1830 to 1860. In the short 
.i fl 
space of thirty years the city nearly quadr ··edits population, fro• 
161,410 to 565,529. 16 The economic changes of the period had a large part 
in the reactions which brought about the riot. Although some of Philadel-
phia was becoming wealthy, the majority of its citizens was either on the 
edge o! poverty or in a perpetual financial crisis. Particularly the artisan 
found both his income and status changing, generally trending downward, 17 
while inm>igration provided an ever-increasing pool of labor from which the 
/ 
-.... ·;•:;•: ,::.-::. -~-·-. :~:_:__:_~-':<· ~---=-:_- _-_··-~··;·•··,_,_ :_ __ .. -_J.·,.:.:,·:;· ·.··:·.' ;. ,_,,--;:· - .,_, .. I\J! .:-_---~~-;;.;.:_j_,:~~·-m~~--l,.t•-tti'l'-~•"lll\"1",-V.'-t.,;-,';.o:t'AS'<;'/:t:"'J,;:'.''~-"t!,l."'11"'.~'lo1..:"(•'•',;., uo·,!;;·,'o;~·~·::~·,o·,i 
--· . -:; - . . --- ... --s'"_~~.:·:_::;.;,::..· .... 
, 
C °'Labor in Philadelphia had made its first weak attempts to organize in 
the Working Men's Party of the late twenties, and in several small skilled 
..... 
artisans• associations. In a period of fifteen months in 1'8.35 and 1836, 
some s~ thousand· worker$, both skilled and unskilled, participated in a 
••••<•°'' ,._, • ••''C, rV O ... 
-· • '° 
series _Qf strike.s, which -resulted, in_ a ten-hour day and improved wages·~ ·- :rn···-.-- ...... _. 
--:) . 
- - addition to the skilled artisans, several unskilled occupations were involved 
" in this agitation. Sailors, coal heavers, s~~mstresses and firewood. sawyers, 
none of whom had previously been organized, participate,d. Although the 
.. strikes vere,m.et with repression from both the employers, who hired scabs, 
i 
l I I L 
. __ ..\. .. 
j 
' 
and from the government, which asse5sed tremendous tines against the strik-
ers, the result was a bringing together o! the artisan and the unskj]J.ed ~ 18 ~ laborer in a common cause. • 
The improvements won in the Ten Hour MoTement did not last long, how-
ever, because Philadelphia, with the rest of the country, was thrown into 
the severe Depression of 1837. By the. time that it was past, the labor situ-
ation had changed drastically, with waves of :immigrants arriving from Germany .. , 
and Ireland further depressing the labor aarket. 
Local economic conditions were made worse by the failure of the reorgan-
ized Bank of the United States in 1842. Following Jackson's withdrawal of 
the deposits and the veto of the renewal of the Charter in 1832, the Common-
wealth had given it a revised charter, upon the expiration of the federal~ 
one in 1834. When it failed eight years later it temporarily bankrupted 
Pennsylvania. Coupled ·with the effects of the de.pression ~1-~h_ba"ct-~not~_:,-et: ... ·::~~·=c,·::::-_:::.' ' .,, . ._.,'-~-~~:="-~-·=-~-==""":=cc:.~:..:c.:=- - ------·- - . . -~ ··-··-·----·worn off, and the waves of :immi-grant labor~--the Bank failure further de-
·- .. - ....... . - -·- ----- --
-• "~ 
- ·•~• S'.a;a •: ·-.:.·:_-: - • • 
, pressed the wages of both the skilled and unskilled. The results were that 
the unions of artisans were destroyed, and the unskilled lost the small voice 
they had gained~ The disciplines or the market and new machinery made their 
lives worse. The competition from UJ?,Skilled jmmigrant labor took away vhat., 
work native ~borers could find. The fears and frustrations thus built up 
. - - - ·-- -- -· . - - . 
. . ·-- _ ........ - --
. ··- ......... ··-·· - "·-· ~-- ..• ,- . ·---
fo'IJ.Dd release in racial and anti-Catholic rioting and latirlst politics.!9 
"one major factor in P~ladelphia•s rapid urban development, as weU as 
a ca11Se of much labor dissatisfaction, was the increasing numbers of jpnnjgrants 
fl 
• -· J ' 
.. 
cow:tng to the city. Unlike the situation in the modern city, the :luigrante 
and newcomers, with the exception of the Negroes, were distributed through-
out nearly every ward in both th·e city and urban districts. ; Many of the 
earlier waves of immjgrants were involved in one form or another of the tex-
tile-garment industry, and a nuaber or factories of other kinds had been 
built in nearJ..y all wards. Figures from the principal downtown ward of the 
\. city will serve to indicate its economic diversity. In addition to the 
{ . .. 
homes of many of its wealthiest citizens, one could find nearly one-quarter 
of the city's manufacturing workers, something over 30,000, engaged in such 
activities as textiles, shoe, glass and barrel making, sugar refinjng, print-
ing and bookbinding, manufacture of machinery, even brewing and cigar making. 
20 Most of the workers so involved lived in the ward. 
In 1840 the overall population of urban Philadelphia, including the ring 
districts as well as the core city, was 231,702; in 1850 the same area con-• 
.& 
. . ....... 
···•'• -·~········ ··-- . ·-------------~- ,· tained 388,721.1 By 1860 _it _ha.d---g?ewn-to-·-·,o,;··529: In 1860 the identified -~--- -- ---- - .. --- ·_· .. · ____________________ --------~----------·- ----------------- r· -
-~-------Irish imndgrants in the p4ulatioil t6tii.l.1ed- 94:989, or nearly 17 per cent of 
the total. Comparable figures for 1840 are not available to me, but some 
.. 
:, 
idea-of the nmnbers can be seen in the overall total for the United States. 
Between 1841 and 1850 nearly 850,000 Irish arrived in this· country. · Of ,, 
these probably three-quarters were Roman Catholico 21 In his study ot Irish 
/ 
I 
·-"-~ - - --~ H• -~ -· ,•e•<• ·- ~-~-M,,..~~-.---·--·-"-- ' ....... ,.--------~ •.' 
-··"" ..... --· ... 
-· '. "" ... , ... -- - - .. . .. ·--· - . , .. 
j nnnj gration-,-- William·- Forbes · Adams est:imates that· by 184,2 one out of ever-y-
thirteen people in the northeastern states, including Pennsylvania, was an 22 
.. , ,,., 
-Irishman. The 11eaning of tqi,f.,vincreases 
' (1' 
Irish immigrant settled in th~ port,city wh re he arrived., lacking the funds 
or connections to go further inland, excapt as a.part of a work gang on one 
J 
.. 
'I 
., 
-11-
ot the DUlleroua internal improvements of the period. 
The flood ot i..,igration created problems in the labor 118.rket, as baa been mentioned, and this was particularly true of the Irish immigrant of the ~ forties. He was willing to work for very much lower wages than his native American counterpart. A common laborer of the period earned between fi!t:, and seventy-five cents for a twelve- to fourteen-hour day of pick and shovel work. The scarcity of jobs, coupled with growing frustration in their 
attempts to achieve legal changes in the situation, led the native laborers to turn their anger from the employers to their competition in the labor 
market. This was most commonly the Irish Catholic. For, although there 
<l 
was a heavy German jmmigration at the time, they usually pushed west and entered farming. 23 
The religious background of the Irish immigrant __ ~1'- add-ed~-=:t-<>~hi~15ro~ 
-
-
-~~~~----
----------- -----· ---
---------~ ---------------------------
1 
-iems--or-·ass±m±lati:on--1n-o·verwhelmingly Protestant Philadelph:i.-a. The bigotry . involved in the riots did not appear overnight, but rather had its roots far 
\ back in the history of the city and nation. Philadelphia was the first city .. .-..- 41 of a colony established as a refuge for religious dissidents from the Estab-lished Church. Its laws protected a number of religious heritages and did not force compliance or support to any. Roman Catholics had had freedom to practice their religion under the Proprietor, and it was a matter of some 
. .. . - - . ... ' . . . - ' - - .. - ---·-· -----· .. 
··--·········"·····---·······-·'"'···~·····-·····-··-~·-,·-·· .. s.candal to the ·Roya:r,··aovernor- .that there was a _ "Popish Chapel" openly in use in 1734. Despite his objections, the_.provincial council refused to do any-thing, as the righ?'"had been granted by the late Proprie;or. 24 Roman~Catho-. . 
~ 
. 
lies did not form a major group in the colony, however, as they numbered 
only 1365 in 1757, ac~ording to figures of a-special census ordered by the 
' ~-.J, 
... ···-- _...... .. ·.--o-t.i'--· .. ~---···-····-
- - - -·- -
-- ~--- --- ----· ~--. 
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Coawanding General of British Troops in Allerica. 25 
The tvo aajor religious bodies in Philadelphia in the colonial period 
i were the Quakers, on whose behalf the colony had been 'founded, and the 
Presbyterians. The latter very quickly achieved a dominant position in the 
colony over the Quakers, whose pacifism led them to refuse to take positive 
and active measures to protect the frontiers. A third group among the \ 
settlers were the German Churches, including the Lutheran, Moravian, Mennon-
ite and Evangelical groups, which were found wherever there was a large Ger-
man ,ettlement. 
The large immigration of Ulster Irish, the so-called Scotch-Irish, dur-
ing the last half of the eighteenth century, greatly increased the strength 
of Presbyterianism in Philadelphia~ Most of them were actually Lowland Scots, 
stauch members of the Kirk, who bad first emj grated to ~~~-e:r_, ___ clD_Q_ __ J;heJ'!_j;o~--------- ------------ ---···· ------ -------------~---·-- .. ----- - -- -- - -- ----- ---- ------------. - - -- -
the Ame~can colonie~:.•- Having lived .in Ireland -and been involved in several 
re~igiously based wars, first under Cromwell and then under William III, the7 
had very strong anti-Catholic feelings. Many of them settled in the city and 
_formed the basis of the weaving and textile industry, which was centered in 
· 26 Kensington. Confrontations between Orange and Green occurred often because 
of the mutual antipathy of the ~wo groups, and their cnlmjnation was the two 
riots of 1844. 
-- ~ . -----·--~-- ----. --····-~···-~---- .. ~ ...... -·. --- - --- -- - - ...................... --· ··-----·-· ... .......... _ ........ -- - ·····-·-------·····-····- -
r. -- . 
, Anti-Catholicism was a general and popular American attitude in the thir-
. . 
ties and forties. Its historical roots lay, at least in part, in the history 
of England and her conflicts with Spain and France. Another element was the 
"·' ·religious background of many of the c,o!onists, some of whom had come here be-) 
.... 
call8e ot religious persecution, and frequently it had been Roaan Catholic 
persecution. Many o! the Protestant churches represented in the colonies 
doctrinall7 sponsored active anti-Catholicism dating back to the Re!ormation. 27 
In 1789 there were approximately 35,000 Roman Catholics in ~he new na-
tion, fully One-quarter of whom were in Pennsylvania. 28 Some were old 
settlers, important people within the community, and the church was generall7 
accepted in the years immediately following the Revolution. Most of the re-
mainder of the Roman Catholics in the state were Germans who had come in the 
early immigration from Southern Gerz;na.ny to farm along with the members of the 
quiet sects. Some idea of the size of the Philadelphia Roman Catholic commu-
. nity immediately following the Revolution can be seen in the story told of 
one of the early rectors of Conewago, a small community in York County near 
the Maryland line. When offered the Bishopric of Philadelphia, he refused "'.\ 
because be said\e would have fewer Catholics there than he did in Conewago. 29 . 
-------------------· ----- - ·-- --- . 
. 
' 
. . ' - '" .. __ .,,_., -·:., 
- , ........ ' . ' . 
• ' • • , . ' ,,. •• '. ·.·,. '•• •··~-:I~'_ '•' ",'i'·'.',,,, • ._;.' ·, ~· ,•· ... ~:;!.c.·.~ C 0 ,0.·s .• ,. ,,.~,,,~ .. , "'•~••• 
, 
, Beginning in 1815 the Roman Catholic Church in the United States under-
\ 
vent a massive change, caused by the large influx of Irish Roman Catholics 
1,1 from the southern counties. One example of the magnitude of this change is 
fo~d in a reportt . .,bY Bishop Connolly of New York. In 1818 he told the Vatican 
that his diocese had 16,000 Catholics, of whom at least 10,000 were Irishmen 
who had arrived within the past three years.JO Although the Federal statis-
J>, 
<! 
.l 
1 
G 
1 
l 
\ j 
'"' __ ,.,. __ . _____ , ____ ........ ___ :··-+·'·--------------------=- .tics which begin in 1821 do not give the religion S(?~~----ide..a. _of ___ the incr-ease----------------.. ----··:----·-·-·--·-·· .. ,,..,., _______ , .... ., ............. .,. --- ....... ,., .•. ,, .. , -··, ................................ ,. ............. ~,-... --, ..... ,.,, _______ ,, .................. , ... _............ . ·-····--·--·· , ................ " -----··-· ........ ,.,. ...... ,., ... __________ ,, ......... ., ___ ,,,,, .... ,,.,_, .,. -----· _- - " 
- ' 
,· 
of. -I:ri~h population can be seen from the numbers emigrating from Ireland. 
.. •, -
1\ ... , . 
. The decade beginning in 1821 showed an Irish immigration of 50,724; the dee-
.. 
' 
. ade beginning in 1831, 207,.381; and the decade beginning in 1841, 780,719. 
. 
-Since the immigration from Ulster had generally lessened, the usual figure for 
\. 
Q· 
··~- ... ~~ 
.... -~ \1 
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the percentage or Catholics in the aboTe statistics ie oTer 75 per cent. 31 
The result of this influx on the small Roman Catholic coD111unity in this 
country was tremendous. In a very short space of time the entire character 
of the Church was changed. From an essentially French and old-colonist 
orientation, both the priesthood and the hierarchy became predominantly ':v Irish. The first three Bishops of Philadelphia were born and trained in Ire-
/ 
land, as were many of their priests. And if the clergy were not immjgrants themselves, they were first-generation Irish-Americans. The change caused 
many problems. Among them were conflicts with German Catholics, the Hoganite Schism,32 and opposition from Americans because or the support of the Roa8.ll ;, 
{ Catholic Church for reactionary European governments. These three elements 
each contributed to the problem of assjmjlation in a largely Protestant com-
munity. 
' 
The Presbyterian Church, which has~already been mentioned, vas centered 
" there, and over thirty churches in the city in .1844 affiliated with it; there 
also were several other synods represented. Separate churches were available for German-speaking and Negro Presbyterians. The first congregation had been 
established in 1698, and throughout the colonial period and the early days of the Republic, the church had received regular infusions of new blood from 
.. , .. , .~· .. . ... 
Scotland and Ulster. It became so powerful durlng th(;l ___ colonial .... period····tbat···-·-·-------·-···-·-·------···-· "' ~----.-······--···•""_ ... , ......... -~.................... .-,f ......... ~ ...... ,..--
-
---------------. .--.· ----------one--·of ~the political divisions of the, colony became known as the Pre·sbyterians, '(·- : ! tJle other bei~the Qualcers.33 
Militant anti-Catholicism was a part of the official stance of the Pres-
' -. -- -- • ' - '11/!----'"""---· -
II . 
( 
byterian Church, and it practiced it both singly and in combination with 
other Protestant bodies. In 1835 its Board of Education issued a report de-
Toted entirely to the exposition o~he Vatican plot to ~onvert America, and 
't aade recommendations that all Presbyterian clergy be specially trained to 
-.eet and discomfit in the field of argument, ••• this evergrowing and ever-to-
be-dreaded system". The only objections raised to the report were that it 
wasn't strong enoug~. 34 In November, 1842, two Presbyterian clergymen of 
. Philadelphia took the lead in circularizing their fellow clergy of the city-
to form the American Protestant Association. The Reverend Henry A. Boardman 
or Tenth Church and the Reverend Cornelius c. Coyler of the Second Church 
joined with twenty-nine others in extending the invitation. The organization 
thus formed became a vigorous protagonist in the battle against Roman Cath-
olicism, both in Philadelphia and nationally. Nearly one hundred clergymen 
of twelve denominations responded to the invitation and signed as charter 
members. · 
.. 
,task of giving their several congregations instruction in the differences 
between Protestantism. and Popery, furthering the circulation of the Bible and 
anti-Catholic books, and awakening the attention of the community to the dan-
gers which threatened these United States from the assaults of Romanism, the 
results were bound to be cataclysmic.35 Together with the general lack of ' ~ . 
. ;..._ 
-··"~-~--.. ··-·--·----,----··-- .. T-,.~- ·~ -- ·---~·-·- --- . --- --- -·- -·· ..... --- -··--. ---n••····----· .·····-·-~·-·"·-- ••" -~• .. •~ ••••• 
---~-----:·---------p-oi:ice -services, -t;e widespread e<.onomic depression of the city, and the 
changes in the Roman Catholic Church, this strong· and .dedi~ated leadership .. , --· ' --- ------ . - . -~ - -- - ., .... ,. ---- -····. '· ··-· - -, . 
·/ 
opposed to everything for which the.Roman Catholic Church stood, set the 
,v 
stage for the tvili disas·ters of May an·d · July 1844. ,i.', 
-J 
( 
' 
' . 
.. 
• 
:•· 
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THE ANTAGONISTS 
•
1For more than a decade before· the middle 1840's 
forces had been at work to create antipathy toward 
Rome; societies, lecturers, newspapers, magazines, 
churc·hes» ministerss, and a political party had all 
been enlisted in the causeo An intolerance unusual 
in a democratic land had been bred in thousands of 
peopleo This prejudice against Popery led inevitably 
to violence and bloodshed, for such depth of feeling 
as that created by the anti~Catbolic agitators de-
manded physical expression in this forceful genera-
tiono This outburst occurred in Philadelphia in the 
summer of 1844, when natives and foreigners clashed 
in a series of riots which turned the City of Broth-
erly Love into a chaos of hatred and persecution. (1) 
So Ray Allen Billington introduces the Pbiladelp)lia riots. His basic assump-
tion is that the riots were a clash between nativist and immigrant, caused 
by the viTulence of contemporary anti-Roman .Catholic propaganda. But does 
this adequately describe the antagonists? 
\ 
The problem of identifyjng the antagonists in the riots has not been 
adequately solved because the classical examinations have been tied to an 
adversary theory and definition of the conflict,-that it. was Protestant 
against Catholic or nativist versus immj_grant.. I do not find any of these 
.:·) 
. ' 
...... -................... ., ...... ,.~---.... -~ .... ,~ ... ~-----·--·- ----~-:r.~4.tt, i<>.:r:t~l ..... P!1-.!~~ __ .. _Qf ____ ~Q.Y~.:r~~-:r.1.~-~- ·--~~~quat.ft. _to ..... explain---eithe-r--···~tie- --~2utbre·ak .. ··er··--·-----···.,···-~-------·---
the virulence of th$se riots. 
. . -p-
Three major groups form the basis tor the terrible violence of the· 
Philadelphia ijiots: the American Republicans, the org~ized nativist pa~y; 
/J, 
·(.~ 
• 
, 
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the Irish Catholic imm:igrants; and the Ulster-Irish-Protestant iwn:Jgrante 
of an earlier period. It is a, contention that this last 'group bears an 
inordinate responsibility for the violence of these riots.- Had it not· been 
for the reaction of this group, which formed a major part of Philadelphia's 
industrial, skiµed worker population, the riots would probably have been 
little more than a footnote to.the political history of the City of Br0ther9' 
LoYe• 
) 
The American Republicans were a new movement in the city in the forties. 
In a book categorized as the "official history" of the party, John Hancock 
\ Lee begins by telling of the first meeting which was held in Germanto11n in 
18J7. The meeting resulted in a declaration similar in content to those 
issue~ by such meetings in other major cities, particularly- New York. / ( 
How, honestly and seriously entertaining the opinion 
thatJ by a repeal of the Naturalization La't!9 all the foregoing evi.lsj ~Ji.th many others» ~ould be removed, 
and believing that this object can never be effected by either of the great pol:l.tica.l parties of the day, 
singly» 't!e~ the Ameriean~born citizens of Germantown 
township9 and its vieinityD iri.thout any distinction 
as to political creed or religious faithD do unjte 
togethe~ in an association to cooperate ~th all 
other similar institutions of native Americans, in 
order to obtain a repeal of the-Naturalization Law, 
by all honorable means in our powero (2) 
.. 
The initial effort must have been weak,.however, for nothing further is 
'o, 
mentioned in Philadel;,phia uxitil the spring of 1843. By that time, other ---
issues had arisen to provide the party with additional ammunition. starting 
-- · · a-------·--··,-···'··-···-~---~·-·--·····--in the South· and West -which- lfere mo_st a.ff ected bv the increasing power of ' ' ~ ~ 
., 
,, 
the rapidly growing Northeastern states, Native American Associations spread • I 
" 
• 
throughout the count.ry, and in a short time became organized as a political 
power bloc~. 
--·, 
··"'· 
. .e.. -
-·--
l 
' . ' \ r , 
f 
·'··· 
' '). · .. 
~,J/ 
/ 
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The background causes which brought about the formation of these groapa . 
included the favoring of the immigrant by the Democratic.organizations in 
New York· and the districts surrounding Philadelphia, the unemployment l~~el 
I 
resulting from the Panico! 1837, and finally, the growing anti-Catholic 
.. movement. The issue which provided the spark and much of the explosive 
force was a question which remains with us even today, namely, religion and 
the public schools. 
Public education was a new concept in Pennsylvania. It was only in the 
mid-thirties that the law providing schooling for all children in Pennsyl-
I 
\ 
_./ 
\ , 
vania was passed. And, as was true throughout most of the country, the edu-
... cation so provided was heavily slanted in favor of Protestant traditions and 
teaching. But the school system included Roman Catholic fandlies as well as 
r· Protestants, and by the late thirties the Roman Catholics formed a large bloc J: 
" 
of objectors to the in4octrination of their children with what they regarded 
" 
~; .. as .. ,h6·?et'iea1 ideas. 
·' 
Many of the widely distributed anti-Catholic tracts were 
•( 
used in classrooms and libraries. Additionally, most schools began each day 
with some form of religious exercise~ which usually included pra7ers, hymns 
and readings froa the King James Version of the Bible. 
New York provided a focus to ·the battle because of the strong leadership 
of the governor, William H. Seward, and ll,is primary ally, Bishop John Hughes. 
Seward was somewhat of a reformer when.he took office in 18.39, and he was 
determined to break the Democracy's hold on the immjgrant. In his first mes- ~ 
J . 
sage as gove~nor h~ proposed that there should be "schools in.which their (the 
j111111igrants.~J children shall enjoy advantages of education equal to our,, ovn, 
with free toleration of their j>eculiar creeds and instructions".3 
' 
:/ 
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Public school education in Rew York was controlled by the Public School 
Society, a semi-public, ·~;emi ..... pri vate organization strongly Protestant in ita 
orientation. Many children were forced to do without schooling because o! 
the dual factors of intolerance and difficulties or language. Seward proposed 
to change this situation to make public school education both aTailable and 
acceptable to all; in this he was aided by the Most Reverend John Hughes, the 
Bishop of New York. The Bishop and his Vicar General circulated copies of 
Seward's speeches throughout the churches of the diocese. This, needless to 
say~ raised strong objections from the Democrats, who accused both Hughes 
and Seward of prostituting the Church to political ends. The result ot the 
campaign was the Mackay School Act of 1842, which ended the monopoly of the 
Public School Society and gave the Roman Catholics some rigbts:within the 
system. In essence, it requir~d the City of New York to operate its schools 
under the same system as the remainder of the state, providing a board of 
education for each ward. This board would exercise control over the schools 
in the ward and over their curricula. In addition, it forbade any sectarian 
teaching in schools supported by state funds. As a result of the provisions 
of this bill, Catholi~s were able to exclude the Bible from the schools in a 
few wards which they controlled. By- 1844 they ha.cl control of 31 schools.4 
The picture in Penns7lvanja, while slightly different, was affected b7 
what had happened in Nev York. Officiall7, the Public School Controllers 
.. . , .· .. -~- .. aponso.l"ed ·&n · impartial: sy-stem,5 · but actual p,ract::i, ce was .. much dif'f erent e · ·····-·· ----·· · · · -
. 
.... .. ····:··········· ·- ··-···---,···-··-;··~· ····'·- ...... -··-···· ····-·-···-··· 
' 
... "' 
,', 
The resolutions passed by the Cont·rollers were primarily, according to one 
" student of the period, to guarantee that no one sect-gained control ot the 
schools. Certainly they were not written to protect Roman Catholic children, 
. '\. 
. 1'bo were subject to an almost constant stream of abuse . based on .their back- · 
ground and religion.6 There were -two religious schools in Philadelphia when 
.. 
·' 
\ 
Bishop Kenrick arrived in June 18JO. Roman Catholic children atteaded public 
school unless their parents were wealthy enough to send them to schools in 
another diocese. Since most of the Bishop's charges were immigrants earning, 
one dollar a day, this option was not open for many. 
A schoo]man at heart, Bishop Kenrick ~s very concerned with the state 
e 
or education in his diocese.· His first project was to erect a diocesan semi-
nary for the training of clergy. Following its establishment in 1833·, the 
Bishop turned to the problems of schooling for the diocesan children., He 
tried to get several orders of nuns to comet~ his dJocese to teach, but was 1 ~ \ 
. largely unsuccessful. The sit~tion continued,to worsen, and finally, in 
"' ,, November 1842, he wrote the first of several letters to the Board of Control-
lers of Public Schools in the City and County of Philadelphia. The letter was 
-
a request for the School Controllers to enforce their own resolutions and to 
make available to Roman Catholic children a Bible which would be satisfactory ' 
. to them. This letter,provided the issue which led to the formation of the _ 
Aaerican Republican Party.in the city. 
Specifically, the letter protested against eonmon practices in schools 
under the eoqtrol or the·Board: the required reading of the King James Bible; 
opening and closing of the school day with prayer; and the contents of a nWB-
ber of texts and pamphlets used in instruction which contained serious mis-
repr('.sentatio~s of Roman Catholic doctrine and practice.· He -pointed out that · -
t·he schools in Baltjmore had provided Roman Catholic··children with a version 
.. 
of the Bible approved by their church, and vg~d the Board to do the same. 
" 
The Bishop realized that the questions alluded to in tne letter might well 
. 
. 
-
. cause public controversy; nevertheless, he felt WlB.bl~ to do otherwise in the 
situation. Be ended the letter with the following: 
. •'' . ~· - . 
.. 
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I appeal then, Gentlemen, with confidence to your justice that the regulations of the Schools may be modified so as to give Catholic pupils and teachers, equal rights ~Jithout ~Ollllding their tender conscienceso ooolt ~ias also suggested 
that an appeal of this lrind i1ould receive every ju.st considerati~n from the Board; and would 
anticipate effectually the danger of public 
excitement on a point on which t-be, Community 
' is justly sensitive, the ~acred righ~,s of con-
science. ( 7) 
_// \ 
/ The Schooi Controllers responded in January 843, with two resolutions: 
first, that no child should be required to 
./ 
end or unite in Bible reading; 
and., second, that any child whose parents so desired could be furnished with 
any version of the Bible desired, as long as it was without note .2!:. comment. 8 
The requirement tnat such a version be "without note or comment" elimjnated 
, any Roman Catholic version, all of which were required to have both foot-./' 
noting and commentary. 
One reaction to the Bishop's request and the Controllers' response was 
the formation, in December 1843, in the Spring Garden District, of the 
. 
"American Republican Association of Second Ward, Spring Garden". Agitation 
spread to Locust Ward, and an association formed there in January. Very 
/~ shortly others were organized in North Mulberry and Cedar Wards. Within a J 
few months, associations wer~ formed in almost every ward in the city.9 
It was ona of these organizational meetings, in the Third Ward, Kensington, 
.... ' 
....................... , ..-....... -.--··--~~"'""''·"'·-·- ,,, ___ ., .. , .. _that .... was .. -the · focus or t·ne .. ·outbreak or the initial riots . on May 3, 1844. 
' 
Lee.refers to "intelligent and respectable citizens" making up the new 
. ,. 
·,~. -~-· :'.._,_ ···---~ 
· organization, . At the end, of his book he lists 660 names of founding members -- . . -- . . \ •· . 
, .. 
{' of the party in Philadelphia. Of the list who are classified by Lee as 
l'. .--:-~-·-
. . 
-...-.·: 
•• 
,, 
.. .,.~ 
•. 
r 
. "aost prominent• only tvent7-eight recein an indexed aention in the major 
I 
10 
local history of the period, Scharf & Westcott•s Hi8torz !a,! Philadelehia, 
in spite of the fact that one or the authors, Westcott, was hjmself a found-
ing member of the party. Many of those mentioned achieTed their prominence 
only after the riots, and as a result of their work in the party, rather 
than in the initial period of organization. It is apparent that the f~lllld-
ers of the party were not part of the political or social power structure 
or 1844. 
The Honorable Joseph Allison has more indiYidual mention in Scharf and 
Westcott than any other figure on the list. He ser,-ed a long term as Judge 
of the Conmon Pleas, finally rising to President Judge of that court. He 
outlasted the party of which he was a founder by many years. In 1844 he was 
a young lawyer recently admitted to the bar, and a year later·wa.s elected 
--,_~ 
~licitor of the Spring Garden Township on ~he American Republican ticket. 
Still serving on the bench in 1876, he received the endorsements of both 
the Democrats and the Republicans. 1 1 
John Brodhead was an attache in The Hague and Secretary of the Legation 
in London under Democrat George Bancroft. He authored a nmn.ber of historical 
researches, ·particularly about New York State, and in 1853 served as Naval 
Officer of the Port of New York. 12 
,·.,-- ..... -·- ..... ~"' ·- ........ - .. '--·· ....... ···'· ... ~ . 
The Reverend John Chambers is another major character in the formation . ·, ~ or the pa~y, and one or the few who could· be truly classed as notable. in 
1844. Probably Scotch-Irish in descent, he was the minister of the Inde-' ., 
pendent Presbyterian Church at Broad and Sansom Streets. His congregation 
• 
.. , 
., 
' 
vaa !oraed as a result of a schism with the Presbytery- ov~r his orthodoxy-. 
', 
By a vote of tour to one, the Ninth Presbyterian Church declared itself 
independent of church courts and discipline, and Mr. Chaabers sought ordi-
nation from the Congregationalists in New Haven. After receiving it, he 
returned to Philadelphia. He was an early member of the Young Men's Chris-
tian Association, and also attended the meetings of the Hibernian Society. 
The latter, organized to promote the relief of Irish jnmdgrants to Phila-
delphia, was a well-known social-benevolent group, and Mr. Chambers "acted 
_, 
as Chaplain" tor it following the Civil War. 13 
. ' 
<} 
John H. Ca.apbell, Esq. was a lawyer and served as a Congressman for 
the Third District .for one term in 1845. Prior to this he had served as a 
Whig member of the Pennsylvania House of Representatives. 14 , 
William Cramp was a well-known industrialist, ~rn in Kensington in 
1807. In 1830 he founded the shipyard whi'ch ·bore his name. At first con-
centrating on wooden vessels and steamboats, he slrl.tched to iron construction 
·V 
in the early sixties, one of the first firms to do so. His yard constructed 
the monitor "New Ironsides", which achieved fame during the Divil War. 15 
. -
Louis C. Levin, a major character during the riot period, made several 
important speeches during them. Admitted to the bar in 1838, his primary-
• 
I 
I 
. --..• c-.··--· .. ··----·····- .... t. .. l~nt.s ... seem.e.d .to .... be ... in ... the ... field- ofo journalism .•...... He. edi:ted ... th.e--.Tem;eera.nee .... ·--·······- ..................... --·-
Advocate, and later, the Philadelphia Daily San. He served three terms in 
.. . :~. - ... . ..... 
tie House of Representatives, as a candidate of the American Party, from 
45 to 1851·. It is interesting to note that both his wife and son conTerted 
"\. :.•f 
· - 16 
~ .. ' t the Rcaan Catholic Church. ,, 
., .. 
• 
. - ..,.. 
1 ...... 
f 
... 
" 
.. 
Jaaea B. Longacre was a noted artist ud engraYer • .l •llllber ot hi• 
1110rks were quite well known, and he sernd ae the chief engraTer o! the 
lhµ.ted States Mint in Philadelphia. He designed the first "double eagle• 
coin •1nted in this country. 17 
The final name in the l~t of prominent citizens is the person re-. 
aponsible for providing much of the information, Thompson Westcott, who 
with J. Thomas Scharf, wrote and edited the three-volume Historz !?f Phila-
delphia, 1609-1884, a most Y&luable source for the period. 
This listing includes the most prominent members of the party organ-
ized in 1844. Several of them were elected to Congress in the Congres-
sional election immediately following the riots. others were elected or 
appointed to other important positions within the city's and other govern-
ment bodies. More than one idea had brought these people together. In 
' the Declaration of Principles adopted by all the early associations, one 
finds the following statement••, 
1st. We maintain that the naturalization laws 
should be so altered as to require o~ all for-
eigners, ~ho may hereafter arrive in this coun-try8 a residence of t~.renty~one years~ before granting th®m the privilege of eleetiva fran-
chise; b~t at the same time 9 'tTe distinctly de-
clare that it is not@~ intention to imlterfere 
with the wested righti ~f any eitiz®~D or l.a7 
any obstruction in the tvay of f@reignar6 ob-taining a livelihoo@ @r ~quiriKng prop@rty in this eotmtTy; but on the eontrary D t1e t:rodd grant th~ th® right to purchas®s, hol®l» and. ·-·-•"•••~··-••·-·~.;, •• ~~•~~o.u,,•••~,,-•---:,~," .. , ,',.- - ... ,- - . • .. • __ •. ,-;· ·. •• • •- ,. transfer ... property 1) - &'id to . enjoy and participate· ··- ·-·.-----. --- ··---.C ... :: ___ :····-::·-----:··-:••«··:··c"-~~--,,--•·"···-···--·-· .. , ....... . 
., 
in all the benefita of our cotllmt?y (~xeept that 
of voting &WA.d holding @ffie@) 9 as· $OOD as the7 declare their intentions t® become eitizenso 2nde tJe ~intaim that the Biblia» mthout note 
or comm.entD i$ not sectarian~that it is the fo~tain~head of morality and ·all good govern-aen.:t, and should be used in our schools as. a 
reading book. 
i 
. ·;,.· 
., 
! 
.. 
' 
.. 
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.3rd. We are oppoeed to a union ot church and state in any and every form. 4th. We hold that native Americans, only, should be appointed ~o office, to legislate, admjnister, or execute the laws of their own country. (18) . 
• Despite the claims that they did not fayor a unjon bet118en ellarch and 
I 
state, as set forth in the Declaration of Principles, one writer on the 
Philadelphia situation indicates that the actions of the Protestant clergy 
was certainly otherwise. A major complaint against the Roman Catholic 
{ '/ i1 I . hierarchy was that they entered the hustings of political campaigns~,, 
This was particularly raised against Bishop Hughes. In The Truth Unveiled 
the author comments: 
Were they, who are bruiting the interference of Bishop Hughes in a popular election, to come to Philadelphia, they would see and hear certain Protestant clergl7Jilen at meetings of the Native Americans» and mark them as amongst the most activej the loudest in their inflammatory denun-ciations» the longest on the stands in their vio-lent addresses to the passions of their hearers 
--the most bitter against those t1hom the same Creator formed 't:Jith themselves, out of the same eart,~-· ~~···· dust o It is all right and proper for these clerical gentlemen: it is a cr,ing sin iJ1 all others who differ from them. (19) 
The •native Philadelphian 11 who wrote The Truth Unveiled alse waxed 
strong against the Native Americans for an~ther reason; they were, accord-
iDg to him, in large part not native to the city. 
·---~··•d••··~---·~···-~~· ,,, ., ......... · 
-
_..,N, .... ,.~~-· ,••••• y.,,,••••••~K•A-• 
l..o~k .. at th.e agitators, the· leaders and" orators of----·· ·- --------the nmativ@ American partyn; and how uny of them, 
,... ....... _ --::· -·. - . .: -~ 
in pr@portio~ to the great bill of their members, are native Philadelphia~s?oooAlfild t:YhoD that is a native of Phil&Mi@lphiap kmo~ ~ot th8t th® ~tl@rit7 of our seeula~ pr@~~»===-th@ maj@rity ~f th@fa.ro.atical leader$ ©f every nei-ir B@a.Bur®1-~the , ~t~e1ngth and force of certain parties and facti@ns 9 political and religious, are these same foreigners, these aliens to Pennsylvania-sympathies and feelings? (20) 
. . i 
" 
I 
,· 
( 
·,": 
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. Although the leaders aay not have been native to the city, .the large 
bod7 of {ollowers apparently was. But native or not, all we~e.~eatl7 con--.... , 
cerned with the question of the Bible in the public schools. When the ques-
tion of the use of the Bible in the schools arose, it came not froa old n&-
tive stock, but Irish immigrant bishops of a church auch feared b7 aost Prot-
estant Aaericans of the period. When these factors were brought together in 
the social ataosphere prevailing in 1844, the result was the explosion ot 
May. 
HaTing examined briefly the American Republicans, let us turn to the~ • 
gro11p which raised both their fear and their ire. The Irish :IJ1111igrant was 
not a new figure to American society, but, in large part, the Irish Catholic 
jwigrant was. Begimljng in the middle of the second decade of the nineteenth 
century, the character of the typical Irish innnjgrant changed from an Ulster-
~ Scot Presbyterian to a southern Roman Catholic. The great influx of Irish 
Catholics radically altered the character of the Roman Catholic Church in the 
United States. The change is reflected in Philadelphia in the growth of the 
Church from a small minority to nearly 17 per cent of the population by 1860. 21 
Although briefly dealt with above, in order to better understand the Irish 
i 111 dgrant, it is important to examine closely his Church. 
', Trained in Ireland and at the Propaganda Fide in Rome, Bishop Kenrick 
-.... _ .... ___ ......... ----· .. ·-·-·-.. -- ... -. · ·· -... ~--~--, ...... _ ... _ ....... -... ··cu:e to tlfis ·coatry in the Spring of 1821 • He had· made an outstanding rec-
ord as a scholar, and enjoyed many enduring friendships in ·the Vatican, 
{) 
.... ,_.,,,, .. ' 1'1· 1-·- , I , which were to prove helpful in the years ahead. His assignment was as a 
teacher in the diocesan seminary in_Bardstown, Kentucky. 
.-
i 
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Early in his alnistry he became involved in controversy with Protest-
ants, having been chosen by his Bishop to answer a series of attacks against 
, the Doctrine of the Real Presence, published in the Baptis~ Recorder by the 
president of the Danville Presbytery. The series of letters became known as 
tbe C..ega-omicron Correspond~nce, from the pen names ~9osen by the authors. 
;.: (I 
i 
-In a series of twenty-one letters, Kenrick demolished the argl.Jllents of his 
opponent, proved him unfair in his attacks, and less than expert in his ci-~ 
tation of Greek. The controversy was later published as a book and used by 
Catholic apologists. ~ ' 
After this early suc·cess, Bishop Kenrick rapidly advanced in the Church 
hierarchy. He_:-,~s appointed the Secretary to the Bishop, then Theologian 
to the Bishop, and finally Secretary to the First Provincial Council held 
in the United States. Largely because of this and his apologetic abilities, 
Fenrick was nominated_ by the Council and the Archbishop to be Coadjutor 
Bishop-and Apostolic Administrator of the Diocese of Philadelphia. ) () 
·, When he took up his new duties in 1823, he found that he faced a n1DDber 
of problems. Not only was the Church in Philadelphia in a state of turmoil, 
but his predecessor, Bishop Henry Conwell, had no intention of relinquishing 
any of his authority. This has little part in the story of the riots except 
that the resultant 11famjly fightsn were often covered in the active Philadel-
.. •--··-·····-······-·-· ·· ...... -.,-,. 
···-·-···· ........•. , ..... , ............. ,. .. 
....... : ... --.------·-----·--··-----·· ·- ----:-·---··--·-----pli!a -p~e-ss·;-· aria.··· discredited the office of the Bishop. 
I
: 
,: 
' Kenrick had another related problem in the diocese, which caused troubles 
not only for him but for the entire American Catholic Church. Trusteeism., an 
·idea adopted w.ith some modifications from the structure of American Protest-
'Y 
,. .\ 
I 
·~ 
) 
r 
' .; 
._,, 
I 
• 
antia, adYocated the congregation's selection or a board of tru.a ea which 
1«>uld h~ve control over both the church property and the s ection of the 
·;clergy. This was in violation of the canons uhich stated hat the bishop 
alone would haYe control over the appointaent o! clergy within the diocese. 
St. Mary's· Cha.rch, the pro-cathedral of the diocese, was one of the 
major centers of this idea. In fact, it was the inability of Bishop Conwell 
to handle the problem which led to Bishop Kenrick's appointment in the first 
place. Public defiance of the Bishop by the Cathedral Church was noteworthy, 
and was a111111unition for many anti-Catholic pens. During a ten-year period, 
the congregation had had its clergy suspended, had been placed under inter-
dict of the sacraments, and, for all practical purposes, had been closed. 
This quarrel was front-page news in the actiTe Philadelphia press. Often 
during the fights the congregation appealed to the public through the news-
papers, and to those unfamiliar with the Church's law, many of the Bishop's 
actions must have seemed extreme).Y .. ".4:i.~t.at~o~i.al.-------Several· court·actions were __  . <l ... t; ' .,~, ....... ,., ' 
instigated, and although the Bishop won in each or them, the attend~, pub-
licity undermined the power of the Church. 23 
.. 
·~JJishop Kenrick serves as a symbol of the change which was general17 
e>ccurring in the h~ierarchy, namely,,, the heavily Irish control of it. 
change in·immigration patterns required an increase of clergy, and the 
The 
greeted with approval, as a letter frODl Arch.bishop Whitfield shows. He 
wrote a friend in England that Bishop Kenrick and Bishop England or Charles-
town wanted "the Church in the United States governed by prelates of their 
race and ruled by the same discipline as the Church in lreland•. 24 Both of 
I 
---~ .• ------;-:c----c---::-;- •.. --
• 
.' 
' 
the bishops mentioned wrote to a mutual friend in Roae that there was a 
strong anti-Irish feeling in the Provincial Council which was held in 18JJ. 25 
With this kind of ellmate within the Church, it is not surprising that, in 
an overwhelmingly Protestant country, problems would arise in reaction to 
the changes coming about in the Church because of the 1•ndgration. 
Many of the early Irish Catholic immigrants had been •embers of the 
Irish Brigades of France during the Napoleonic wars. With the defeat of 
Napoleon by the British, these brigades were broken up and many of the sur-
vivors came to the United States. They tended to be a pugnacious and coa-
bative group, with a strong hatred for Protestants. Many had left Irel~ 
because of the disabilities placed on them by their religion. Their hatred 
of Prote~ts was most violent in regard to the Orangemen of ' \ 
' a 
gro with whom they would have extensive encounters in Philadelphi. One 
m.n,,r-·-"6f-the period has said of this relationship: 
The naturalized Irish Catholic would sooner vQte for 
-~· ·· ----- - ~f freed "rieggar" than an Orangeman of his party, -and the reverse was equally as true. (26) 
This attitude was true not only for their former neighbors -~cross the 
Boyne but of all ~rotestants. As Oscar Handlin has aptly expressed in 
Boston's IDPDigrants: 
Defense of the.Inquisition and St. Bartholomew's t :massacre~ and continual attacks upon Luther, Cal-~ . ~ . .· .. _ . . · . . . _ . ................. 'Vin ~:ng He~y VIII» the "infernal triumviraten of - --·-·······--·--........... -----·-···-......... - ·- ~ · ':Jy .... .,,,.., .................. ,.--;,,,,_,.N,M ... ,,._._,,.....,.., .. N., ___ .... ---· --• - , .. ,....,,. 
.•: 
r··········-··~· "·-······-·""'-·"---~m··-......... "',.""-. . .. Protestantism
9 
and upon the other propagators of i 
"monstrous doctrine"~ scarcely drew the Irish 
'• 
,,. 
closer to their neighbors i~o held different Tiews. (27) 
-Orestes Brownson, a convert, summed up their attitude very well with the 
statement, •A. Christian Protestant is, to the Catholic mind, simply a contra-
i'r 
~·, '-:-, .... , 
·-·~---
./ 
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diction tn tenD.8". 28 This attitude brought into a coD111uoit7, which was not 
only overwhelmingly Protestant but militantly so, could not help but eauae 
dissension and trouble for those who held it. 
• 
In addition to this absolute rejection of Protestantism, another 111.jor 
el81lent in the ideological conflict between Irish Catholic immjgrant and 
Prot_estant American was the extreme conservatism which so many of the f oraer 
displayed, particularly in their rejection of political liberty for those 
who were fighting for it in countries with some degree of Roman Catholic 
control. This became most pronounced in the late forties, following the 
Revolutions of 1848, but had appeared earlier as well. A local example 
was the public celebration held to mark the overthrow of the Bourbon mon-
archy in France. Although many of the churches participated in these, there 
is no mention of any Roman Catholic official inTolvement. 29 
/, 
The Church's conservatism was further exemplified by its attitude 
... ··-·--------------~------~ -------
toward intellectuals. Brownson., who certainly would not be classed as a 
liberal, was required by the Bishop to submit everything he wrote between 
- 30 ) 1844 and 1854 to close censorship. He had arrived at his conversion 
through his philosophical searchings, and his Bishop distrusted such iritel-
lectualism, particularly in view of his backgroun~ in Unitarianism.. 
' . ~ .. 
EYen fellow Irishmen were not immune to attack, as was shown by tlle ----------·--
• «•••••'"'''-'"'"''~"""-"'"''•>'•a.••-•••-••uN•''"'"'M' ..... ~ .. ,----·~· 
_, ........... , ...... -··-··· ..... _ ......................... ,-................. ··········-···· ...... - ......................................................................................................... , ...... ·-····· .. -. 
...... .,,.._..., -· .. ~-~'-?-~-~-:-:·":-::---. ...... ... ..;,..._._, ......... -._·-····-····"---·"· .. -·~.---····-·············'········"·'¥_,._ .... _ .............. _.,,., .. , ....• ., .. __ , ................... ,. .. , ... -.-............. , .. _............. . ·'····"·"····· .. ~··-, ... _.,. ... ., ... ~···· . 
' ' attitud~ of the hierarchy toward the men who led the Irish Revolution of 
1848, known in British histories as the "rebellion in the widow McCormaek's 
cabbage patch. n Unorganized an~ unsuccessful though. it was, it had attitacted -.· 
•. , 
. a number of brilliant liberal leaders, who, when they emigrated, became men 
r 
·, 
ot aoae importance in the United States. As Carl Wittke points out in hie 
study of the Irish, these liberal Irish leaders found themselves faced in 
this country by active hostility on the part of the Church hierarchy.31 
Two other areas m.ust be mentioned in talking about the relationship 
of the Irish immjgrant to the American community -- abolitionism and temper-
ance. The record of the pre-Civil War period is filled with nearly eontinu-. '.. 
ous examples of ·trish hostility toward blacks, and opposition to abolition-
ism. The Church consistently instructed such slaves as became a part of it 
to wait for happier days in the next world. 32 In Philadelphia, as well as 
other northern cities, attacks on the black community were commonplace. In 
1842 a white mob from Southwark attacked a black Temperance Society parade. 
The instigators, "chiefly Irish," then laid waste to an area of several 
blocks. The next day the Irish coal-heavers attacked blacks working nearby, 
and it required the militia with artillery to put down the resulting out-
break. An element in the relations between black and Irish was the fact 
.J 
., that Philadelphia was b9_t,h a ~enter f~ ab0-litionism and had a large popula-
---
---------- ~-
--------~~ 
------~---~ 
·\ 
1· 
-· ·-:-. 
tion of free blacks who had- achieved some degree of status within the commu-
nity-. In 1848 blacks owned over $500,000 in property in the city and eount,.33 
.-Among many groups in Philadelphia, "to be called an 'Irishman' had come to be almost as great an insult as to be called a 8niggarv~! In the eyes of those hostile groups» Riwhen the Irishman did the work of a Negro, he sank to the Negro's level." (34) 
f) 
.. 
---
---
-----·---
-------·----~-~-
----·--------"--. ~~~-----:----fti-e-·teei-ings·---of-the co-~n-i;ishi;bo-rer~:r~-~~y -emphasized by the 
general reactions of the clergy to the abolitionist movement •. Bishop Hughes 
felt that most of them were "infidels and here~ics". The editor--o!The Pilot ' 
(Boston) wrote in 1851: 
• 
. . 
. . ,;: 
'"'_.:._ 
I.. 
As a general thing, vhereTer you find a !ree-soiler, you find an anti-hanging man, women's rights man, an infidel frequently, bigoted Protestant always, a socialist, a red republican, a fanatical teetotaller, a believer in mesmerism~ Rochester rappingae ••• You get in a rather dirty set, you perceive, when you join their ranks. (35) 
AbolitioniSll was certainly"not the only aoveaent in America which. 
roused the opposition of Irish Roman Catholics. Another major benevolent 
moTement was that of Temperance, which the Irish felt, quite legitimately, 
was directed primarily at them. Much of the Irish jmmjgrant•s trouble ~~ 
_, could be, traced to his'love for strong liquor, and the earliest Irish prop-
erty owner was often the man who set up a saloon. Part of the normal pay 
of the canal digger or railroad man was a "reasonable amount of liquor.u36 
Joseph R. Gusfield shows, in his examination of the Temperance movement, 
\ 
how Tery close Temperance and the Nativists were. For the Irish Catholic 
and t,he German Evangelical, liquor was a part of community as well as per-
sonal life. They were not attracted to the revivalism which swept through 
.• J American Protestantism during this period, and they did not regard their 
drinking as a problem. The combination of ·nativism with abolition and tem-
perance was a powerful club, particularly against the Irish. And the major ~ 
conflict came when benevolent_organizations, such as the Am.eri~an Temperance 
Society, made attempts to force their ideas through legal means, in the com-
bination mentioned above.37 
~·----······ -· 
------······" __ ....... ----·--- -···---·-··-- ... ·-·---·- ·······-· .. ----..... 
Protestant moralists were not the only advocates of.temperance, howeTer. 
There were a number of Roman Catholic temperance societies, often led by ... .J ' 
' ' 
members_of the hierarchy- such as Bishop Kenrick.JS Father,Matthew, the great.. --·-
• ~ J 
. 
. .. 
Irish temperance leader,· came to this country at the invitation of Bishop ~n-
' ' 
I 
--------··--
.) 
,, 
. ,... ,._ ...... -
., 
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rick in t~e late 1840 1s, and adJlljnistered the teaperance oath to thousands. 
When a split developed between Father Matthew and the hierarchy, it was 
... largely over methods of controls and the means of applying them. Another 
element also affected his relationships with the bishops; his insistence 
that temperance was such a great cause that it oYerahadowed all other dis-
ciplines in the Church.' This the bishops could not accept, and so refused 
to give wholehearted approval to Father Matthew. Nevertheless, most of the• 
sponsored very active temperance organizations in their individual dioceses.39 ~I 
I The large-scale drinking of J1An7 of the i•migranta kep~ them on the 
bottom more effectively than did low pay and poor workjng conditions. For 
this reason we can find Roman Catholic leaders takjng an active role in j. 
sponsoring temperance societies for their people, even as they objected to 
C the Protestant-do~ated groups which actiyely proselyted from among those 
Catholics they attracted. The fact that temperance groups so often were 
tied to· both abolitionist and nativist org~nizations, militated against " 
- their achieving any success among the· Irish Catnolic·s of t-he 1840 1 s. 
J The conservatism generally espoused by the Irish Catholics raised ques-
tion,s for many Americans. B.r mid-century, republicanism and nationalism 
had become so deeply related to sectarian Protestantism in t~e ~erican mind .. ... 
that the Catholic reaction to the overthrow of the Bourbons, their attitudes 
::>..---, ···- tow~:.censorsh-ip,--···abol±t·ion, ·temperance ·and ·m1ssionary movements' ( as well 
as to most of the other benevolent ~etivities of the period,) caus~d many 
0 
Alllerican Protestants, including those who vere not active nativists, to ask 
whether a Roman Catllolic _e,o.uld. be a republican and an American • 
• 
I . 
The almost total control ot the American Church by the Yerr conse~ative , 
Irish was the subject ·-or attack within the Church asvell as without. Brown-
son, who was certainly not anti-Catholic, said, 'fNobody can deny that in ex-
) tern.al decorum and the ordinary moral and social virtues, the Irish Catholics 
~ l . ' i 40 are the mr~v deficient Cass l.11 our CO-UD t7n. 
t 
Catholics also bitterly attacked the Irish hierarchy. learly 
twenty per cent of the Diocese of Philadelphia was German, and Bishop Ken-
rick had a problem with this element as long as he was bishop. Not only he, 
but nearly all of the Irish bishops were accused of neglect. In his 1841 
report to the Leopoldine Society, Kenrick vent to great lengths to stress 
how well he was covering the needs of the approximately 201 000 Germans in 
his diocese. The Leopoldine Foundation and the Propaganda Fide Society of 
Lyons were the primary sources of missionary funds, and both· had .a strong · 
German orientation. His letter states that he had learned German and that 
nineteen of bis clergy either spoke it as natives or·had·learned it to bet-
ter ndnis.ter to the Germans in their charge. 41 Nevertheless, in 1843 the 
\ Bishop had received a letter from the Propaganda Fide Society of Lyons, com 
. 
~ plaining of his and a nW1ber of other bishops' neglect of .the Geraans in -
their jurisdictions, and stating that the society was thinking of withdraw-
ing its support from those bishops who did not minister to their satisfac-
tion.42 Philadelphia had two churches in ifhj_ch German was used., Holy 
' 
_.,_ ___________ __. .. -
.Trinity.and st. Peter~_~! ... --~~~-o_-ggh ___ most .. -Germans-i:n the·diocese-~could··speak --------~·-·-·-------- ·-·--· - --
enough English to profit from -instruction in that language, according to the 
Bishop, Holy Trinity, in particular, continuously ma.de problems over the 
question of la~uage. In 1850 he was finally forced to place that church 
under inte}r,clict in order to enforce ecclesiastical discipline. 43 
·, 
., 
.: .. 
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It ehould be reaeabered that, in Philadelphia, as in aoat ot thereat 
o! the com1try, to be Irish at this time did not necessarily aean to be 
Catholic. On the contrary, prior to 1815 most urrish" were Ulster-Orange-
aen, and PresbYferian in their religion. It would indeed be difficult to 
find any more anti-Catholic group generally. The term •scotch-Iriahu that 
is most frequently used for this group is a designation of fairly recent 
. 
origin, and has been publicized by a society of that name, particularly 
concerned with the distinction.44 For most Americans of the turn of the 
nineteenth century, an Irishman was anyone who had emigrated from Ireland, 
regard.less of whether he came from Ulster or Connaught. Nevertheless, 
t~ere is a distinct separation between the predominantly Protestant first 
. 
wave of Irish immigration, and the later Catholic wave. 
Most of the Ulster Irish were lowland Scots and northern English, who I 
had come to Irf::land after Tyrone's rebellion against James I. The condit-
ions or their grants forbade their mixing with the local pop~ation, and, '--.... ~~-----"":~-......._.---.. ~ • ~" , h > •" ' • •• , L , , ,._, • " • 
--~---,-- -----~ . -,.,,-,,..,,- ~----.---
as a consequence, they retained a group integrity. The Plantation, as it 
vas called, had a checkered history, particularly during the "Glorious Revo-
lution", which was anything but bloodless in Ireland. Ulster stood for 
William and was badly defeated in two battles. When Wil]jaa had secured hie 
position in England, he came to Ireland, and in the decisive Battle of the 
Boyne, broke the forces of James. 
--- ·"'-: ,= .. ~- ___ ... ,,, , ~·-·--, 
Between 1717 and 1775 thousands of these Ulster Scots e&Jile to the .Ameri-
can colonies, partly for religious, partly for political, but mostly !or· 
economic, reasons. The restrictions which had been placed upon the products 
of Ireland made it extremely difficult for these people to survive there, and 
.. 
jppigration to the New World seeaed to be a solution. A large percentage 
ot these newcomers settled in Pennsylvania. According to one authority, 
a conservative estimate of their nUJDbera in that state in 1800'was approxi- ,, 
mately 1003 0000 45 Most of them settled in the western regions, but quite 
.... a large number of those vho had been part of the weaving industry in Ulster 
settled in Philadelphia, the textile center of the colonies •. 
,r 
Jast a& the Catholic Irish joined into groups, so.did the Ulster-Irish. 
Orange Institutions abounded in most cities and several of them were found 
in._ Philadelphia. The great day for the Ora.ngemen was the anniversary of 
the Battle of the Boyne, July 12th, and large celebrations were held where 
active groups were available. These celebrations often ended in brawls 
• 
and riots with the Greens. 
Although there were several religious traditions represented among the 
--Ulster-Irish, by far the predominant one was the Presbyterian Church, and, I _,. • J 
. as has been mentioned before., the Presbyte~ian Church in Philadelphia was a 
leader ( the anti-Cath~lic movement. In The Irish i!! _Am_e_r_i_c_a., Carl Wittke 
says, ) 
The Protestant Irish championed the stern, aggres-
sive, unbending creed of dogmatic Presbyterianism 
and de-tended their views as militantly as any Irish c&t,nolic bishop who considered his own Church the sole instrument of truth and salvation. 
' 
.. ··-------~ .. -
-- ------ ·- - -. -·-~ -·--·- . - """ .. ' .. ·-· - " -
.. (46) 
_____ , .... - ... -.--__.....h.'':':--:-":"--·~·~-. -::·-.. -------.. ·-· 
. -·-· ,, . . ···-· . ' ' . 
. 
- ' I The three main groups which have been introduced in .this chapter were , h -~ 
the major antagonists in the bloody outbreaks that blackened the name of 
,'¢7" 
Philadelphia throughout the country. Two of these groups shared a mutual 
antipathy for one another, going back several hundred years and brought .. - . 
. •. :· ;: : : ·. ·- -, --. 
• 
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with thea to this coUDtry. One of the contentions of this study is that 
this long-term hostility between Scotba-Irish and Irish Catholic was a 
aajor contributing factor to the bitterness and violence which was dis-
played in Philadelphia. This enmity, added to the growing nativist move-
ment's fears, provided the fuel for the fire that was sparked on that 
night in May, 1844. 
·r 
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CHAPTER III 
•A COMPLETE ACCOUNT OF THE AWFUL RIOTS• 
As to the actual rioting, the simile, "earthquaken, is an apt one. 
A seTere earthquake is usually made up of several waves, the primary shock 
being most severe, then the tapering off into a series of aftershocks, which 
may each be strong but are not as severe as the initial tremor. The events 
in Philadelphia in the late spring and the suI1IDer of 1844 resemble just such . 
an earthquake series. The beginning was the breaking up of a minor political 
•eeting in Kensington on Friday, Hay 3rd, which led to a protest meeting of 
the American Republicans on Monday evening, May 6th. This meeting was 
attacked as well, and three days of extreme violence ensued, during which a 
nmnber of citizens were kjlled and injured and extensive property was des-
troyed. In the aftermath of this violence, and two months later, following a ~~-rn .. ~--·-····,.,, 
. .. _, ' ·., .. , ,,,,,, . .,:\·.,., ••.• ,..~,,···'"·"·'""'"''»-•-•'".,_,<;·.,_,,,-. ...,, .. ,__t',., .... ,...,,,.,,_. ____ ._, __ , •. ;.•-'-- ,.,-_ ... -.~ .. ·._, __ ____., ,, .... :.· .. ,,, .. ,,, .. ,_ . .,_.,_.,._,_ .. __ .. -· ._,, ' ,__,,,,._,., "' .... ,·,> 
• 
.,-J' 
·-~~,,.~ .~-·--·-u·~.F.o.urth···of· July para.de 'a.ncf 'celebration, another riot occurred which was nearly ' .;•--<•'~-~,.,_<;..J,•".,..,._"-....._"',_,..,_,,n&l>U>,;1,-0 I 
as expensive in lives but which did not result in sjmjlar mass destruction of 
property. Thus, within only two months, Philadelphia experienced a pair of 
earths~aking outbursts of violence, which were to have profound csnsequences 
for the Quaker City. 
Kensington, the major scene of the first wave of rioting, was a fast-
........ _ ..... ----· ..... -.. ~·-·· ... , ... ,. . ··-··"····--·""'"'••··-·····"········· .. ---·····-··· .. ··----··----·-··-···-······ .. ·····-·---
.. ······--······ ···" ------,·--·-·· ... ~·-····-·-- ······-··-. -
----·-~t.. .. --·-·--·--·--·-------- '"------·----grc:,wing·-industr·iaI sublirb; a center of the textile and shoe and .boot manufac-.. 
... 
ture. According to the fig~es from the 1860 census, most of the workers who 
la..bored _. there lived in the district itself, and some thirty-eight per cent of 
the 1118.les over 15 years of age worked in manufacturing of some type. Ia a 
., . 
; 
~ 
sampling or occupations from the 1840 census, the two jobe ot cordvainer 
and weaver represent nearly one quarter of the major occupations listed. 1 
I The sa:me area contained, in 1860, a foreign-born, Irish population of 12.7 
·percent of the nearly 160,000 residents. They were not identified as to 
their religious backgroundo 2 Although making up a small portion of the 
district, the Irish, particularly the Irish=Catholic, tended to form into -
concentrations or pockets in the community. 
The district. had been the scene, a year earlier, of "The Weaver I a '\1 Riot", during which members of a small trade organization attempted to 
force some improvement in their pay. The strike involved weavers in both 
Kensington and Moyamensing, but most of the violence took place in the 
former. The strikers from both areas entered·the hoaes of non-striking 
weavers and cut the work from their looms, then processed through the 
streets, carrying the destroyed work as banners. The participants in Ken-
sington, however,. wer~ not satisfied with this. They repelled a sheriff's 
eosse and wandered through the streets, assaulting and beating anyone ~Q . . I 
\\.. .. did not join with them. Finally, in order to quell the riots, the mjlitia 
was called out.3 
The proportion or foreign-born Irish in both Kensington and the North-
ern Liberties was low wheD compared ,with that of the rest.of the urban area. 
.. , 
Warner attributes this to the extreme ~~~~!J.jj;,y _Qf t_he __ .residents to the new----·····-----··-----·--··----··--.: ................. -- .............. ______ ._ ---··"·-···,. ·•·-··"' .. ·•·-· .. •·•••- , .... , ... , .. ---' I 
I 
.......... ,.-·----····--------:--:·~-,-;-;--:-- -Irish 1;;;i ~;~ti~~:4 : -~here were only four wards in the urban area in 1860 I 
in which the imm:igrant Irish population was below nine per cent; three of . 
them were in the Kensington-Northern Liberties area. In the same areas 
there were orily two wards w:ith over fifteen per cent foreign-born Irish1 
.. ' 
. ' 
• 
\ 
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a.a COIi.pared with the city as a whole, which had an average of nearly seven-
teen per cent.5 The Third Ward of Kensington, the scene of the outbreak in 
May, had been consolidated with the former Wards One and Four into Ward 
Eighteen of the consolidated city. This ward had the lowest nuaber of for-
eign-born Irish of any in the city in 1860.6 There was also a large but 
undetermined nmnber of Orangemen in the same area. 
The May riots began with the attempt to organize an .American Republican v 
Association in the Third Ward of Kensington. The first attempts to form an 
organization in this district had not been too successful. The owner of the 
ho11Se in which the organizational meeting was .to have taken place was threat-
ened with the destruction of his home. The organizers then moved the meeting ~.$\ ·, .-
~ 
to Second Ward. After several meetings on "foreign" ground, the group de-
cided to make another attempt to meet in its proper area. A notice printed 
in the Native .American (a very short-lived party paper)7, on May 2nd and 
~ 
· 3rd, called for a meeting at the corner of Second and Master streets 1n·Ken-, 
"· 
~ 
,._. 
sington on the evening of the 3rd at 6 p. m. 8 •. , -~---~~-.. ~""',' ..,,....v........,, ... ~ ... ..--,.,,.,..., __ ,.,,.,- . ., .. _",- ,., .•.. ~.-., 
.. 
The notice was signed .. PY , · 
..; I:, _• ... , ... -.:.-:• ' } ' .... ~ -• .Y ~- • 
• 
't,·'-4 _·;. -· '. ~-., . ·, • ' 
-, 
William Craig, a flour merchant, and 
taker, as president and secretary~or 
John Mc Manus, a cab.inet, maker and· unde~ 
I ' 
. " 
·, ~ 
.. . 
the group respectivelyo 9 The meeting 
of about one hundred people convened and was addressed by-Samuel R. Kramer, 
- J.s··/ ,' 10 Esq., the editor of the Native .American. It had not progressed too far 
when it was attacked and broken up by assailants identified by Lee as 
"Irish Catholics". 11 Prevented from holding their meeting outside, the group . . __  
Longacre of Spring Garden, one of the founders of the earliest association. 
Those assembled also drew up a series of resolutions protesting the viola-
tiol'l of their rights as citizens to hold a public meeting. 
. ,I; • 
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Resolved, That we, the citizens or Kensington, in mass meeting assembled, do sol·emnly proteet 
against this flagrant violation of the right 
of American citizens1> and call upon our fellow 
citizens at large to visit with their indigna-tion and reproach the outbreak of a vindictive 
and anti-Republican spirit manifested by a portion of the alien population of Third Ward, Kensingtono , . 
Resolved» That in view of the above transaction, 
we invite our fellow citizens at large to at-tend the next meetingJ) to sustain us in the ex-pression of our opinionso 
Resolved, that when we adjourn, we adj9urn to 
meet in mass meeting on Monday afternoon, at, 4 o'clock, at the corner of Second and Master 
· Streets. ( 12) 
The weekend apparently passed quietly as far·as direct clashes between the 
opponents were concerned. But the stage had been set for a new confronta-
tion. 
The adjourned meeting met in the lot next to the school at Second and 
Master Streets and, according to Lee, some four thousand persons were pres-
ent. 13 The lot was approximately 100 feet wide and 150 feet long, with the 
' 
the school yard f~nce. After the flag-raising drew three cheers, Kramer was 
called to the stand to continue his interrupted speech of two days before. 
Following him, General Peter Sken Smith and Dr. John H. Gihon each spoke for ;iP.. - • 
about ten minutes. 14 Fu'ia11y., Lewis c. Levin., Esq • ., editor of the Dailx Sun, 
was called upon to speak. He had hardly begun when a downpour of rain came, 
'and the crowd rushed to the cover of the Washingt,on Market, more co11DJ1only 
- -- - - ---
--- ----·-·-- ---······-·------------·- ~--------- -------------·--·----~----
-·--·--·---·--··--------- -··-·---- --·-- -----·--·--·---------------~-·--·· _ _. __ --··-·-·-·····-· . -- -· . . .. -
.·._~-~ known as the 11Nannygoat Market", the scene of the weavers• riots the year 
.. , before. Lee states that the-opponents of the -meeting were waiting in the 
market, to which they had withdrawn ,after attempting to provoke several 
tights. The rush for shelter apparently was disconcerting to them and they -1 J 
...... -.... _ 
I 
'· 
.. 
" 
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quickl.7 abandoned the site. • 
Follo~ the rain, the aeeting reorganized and Mr., Levin continued his (' 
speech. Quickly the opposition returned and resumed its harrassment. · Some 
amall fights erupted; then bricks began to fly. Suddenly, several shots 
rang out and the crowd began running in all directions. Some took up po-
sitions at the south end of Market. Stones thrown at the Hibernia Hose 
House were met with musket fire by its defenders. Several houses were 
attacked. Irish, organizing at Germantown Road and Master Street, forced 
the Natives back. The battles continued late into the night, despite all 
the efforts of the sheriff to quiet the area. l5 
The Nativists launched an attack upon the school formerly operated by 
the Sisters of Charity of the Blessed Virgin Mary, which was in the process <, 
of being sold and was occupied by only one Sister, Mary Baker, a postulant 
, - ' 16 , who ·had-· been. left to settle ~he affairs of the Order. An attempt to burn 
~-'-~o·-.• ....-:···,:•."• 
---
- ----- --- ----· --
C-....-.-------
--·- c,, •. --- --~-. -
.. ---:, ----·-- ....... -, -- Ramsey· were shot ... According to Nolan1 it was only at this point that Irish 
,. 
·-~ 
Catholics entered the fray to protect "The Nunnery" and St. Michael's, and 
dro;e off the at~acking Nativists. 17 In view of the attacks upon the latter's I 
meeting, this analysis does not .. ··seenr possibleo 
The riot scene finally quieted by about one-thirty in the morning~ but 
----~--····-----·-···-- . 
----- -- -- - --
- - -~-- - ---
-
·-. ------~---~----· 
--~---. _-~~---pp-l-ans-were---a-lre-ady· in t·ne -mai:ing for-- revenge on the Nativist side. E.xtra 
... 
editions-of the J?ailz Sun and the Native American appear~d, calling for a 
.... -~.' 
mass meeting at the State House Yard at 3:30 on the afternoon of the sevent•• 
Handbills appeared all over Philadelphia, bearing the statement at the bottom: 
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18 "Let.,EYery Kan Coae Prepared t.o Defend Hilllsel!• • • :i,;,r' 
-In the fighting the lativists suffered the most injuries, with one 
·killed, George Schiffler, and eleven wounded. Two spectators, John w •. 
Wright and Nathan D. Ramsey, were also killed. Schiffler had been holding 
the flag at the meeting in the market, and the picture of his death, painted 
by Lee, typifies Nativist propaganda. 
One young man, about nineteen years of age, 
was engaged throughout the afternoon in sup-porting the American flag, which hung over the 
speakers 8 stando This rendered him the espec-ial mark.for the enemies of the cause he 1:-m.s 
maintainingo Two or three times the flag had fallen to the ground, and as often did George Sehifflerp with the assistance of several oth-
ers, raise it and cause its stripes and stars 
to float above their headso But his efforts 
were unavailing; for a bullet at length 
pierced his heart, and he fell as se~seless as 
the flag be supported~ to the groundo He was 
carried to the store of an apothecary nearby, 
where in a fe~ minutes he~ceased to exist 9 and before the sun had gone do'W'Il the lifeless body 
of the boy -wra.s l~id. at _the feet of a widowed 
~~_c_:_.::.:---=---:..-·:..;....:...c··. __:c..:·· =""·"c:..:=··· .. =-·····..:.:.....:.c· ..-'-'. -~--"'-"=--'" -2Y·=--·-=-·--..=_c-···-=--=---~~-.-:--.. -~and---aistracted mother iJ ID10 had centered her 
----··-·- ··--••.c-a.~•--·•-•••••-•••- . 
-
' 
\., 
hopes of comfort in old age upon him» and who had left her but a few hours before in the buoyancy and strength of healthful youth and happy expectaneyo The flag·whieh he had sup-ported t~s torn and leveled with the dust, by those who, bad sworn to protect our country and her laws. (19) 
. - ~ . . - . 
··- --- - -
It was this type of propaganda which helped to inflame Philadelphia, and.,· 
---·-
---··-- ·--------·-~·-·-- H- - -- • 
--·-
--~ -·---- ---.--~-published in the morning· editions of the papers., made almost certain the 
continuance of the riot. 
------·· ----------- ------------__ , ___ ----------
- ----------------- _, _____ ---------~-·--· -
---------~ --~---·--------·--·-
---- -·-
----- ---
--- -- - -
--·--------- ··-
During the evening, while rioting continued ':in Kensington.,. a :meeting 
of the American Repub_licans was held in the Assembly Buil~ing in Philadelphia, 
,.,,,d 
under the chairmanship of Richard W. Green, a teacher. A number of resolutions 
. I 
passed relative to the aart;rrs of the afternoon, including one stating 
that the party should honor them by mass attendance at their funerals • . 
A reward of one thousand dollars was offered by the Party for the appre-
hension of t'ose re,ponsible for the Qeaths. 20 
\ About noon oa the seventh, a parade of men and boys "o! the hard ,,_ 
working cl~ss" passed the offices.of the North American, carrying the 
flag of the meeting of the day before and a placard inscribed with the 
legend: "This is the Flag That Was Trampled by Irish Papistsn. 21 At 
three that saae day a mass meeting convened in Independence Square. Pre-
siding was Thomas R. Newbold, publisher of Campbell's Foreign Monthly Maga-
zine. The other officers included both leaders in the community and others 
whose only claim to fame was their participation in meetings such as this. 22 
The president ma.de the first address and urged the crowd to act with nstrict 
decorlllll"• He was followed by W. Hollinshead, an attorney, who aade a similar 
.speech. Then Colonel .c. J. Jack spoke and urged the "eradication of every 
,,;~ty principle or institution in the land which was not purely Americann. 23 
f Following Col. Jack,. The Reverend John Perry submitted a series of resolu-
tions reflecting the results of the meetinggof the night before. Upon pass-
age of the resolutions by acclamation, voices demanded adjournment to Second 
and Master Streets. Protests by the president were unavailing, and the crowd 
__ ........ ------·--··-----'----·:··-·.---.. · · ·. · ---·--···oegarf·to move··-to Kens·ington in "high spirits•. 24 
-----·------------ -- --
----~, -------- ------~---- ------------ - - - ------- - --- - - -------
' The scenes of the previous day's riot were relatively quiet, with ma.117 
families in the process of moving out. Numbers of people gathered but con-
"' 
ducted themselves properly. With the arrival of the participants from the 
meeting at the State House, the rioting began again. According to one report, 
1 j-
* 
' 
' 
... 
a ahot fired !rom a house or the Hibernia Hose Company, was returned by a 
aemher of the Nativist parade. 25 The individual charged with the first 
shot, which killed John Wesley Rhinedollar, was John Taggert, an Irish 
catholic. Eight other persons died by gunshot wounds during this outbreak, / 
and another eight Vere seriously wounded. 26 
The militia was called up at one o'clock by General Cadwalader, the 
co111111ander of the Northern Brigade. The general had declined to call thea 
up on Monday night when first requested by the sheriff. A meeting of the# 
militia officers had been called and the question discussed at length. 
The militia captains finally agreed to answer any suiu,nons of the general. 
They did not appear on the scene until late in the afternoon of the seventh, 
and when they did come, were largely ineffective. 27 
.. 
·-- --
-·-·· ··-=---~--------When -the military finally arrive-d, a major portion of the area around 
... ·-'"".:"=··-· .... ----·----u-;-..':··----.. -,-&Jc-ond-and Master Streets had already been devastated. The Hibernia Hose 
Company's equipment and building had been destroyed, and the Washington 
./. 
Market left in flames, as were twenty or thirty houses. Firemen at first 
refused to enter the area, whether for ~ympathy with the rioters or fear of 
their safety is uncertain. Finally, with a military escort, they brought 
up their hoses and wet down the ruins to prevent further spread. With the 
presence of the soldiers most of the shooting ended., and by one o'clock 
\ 
.1 --- --~-------- quiet had-been· largely restorea to·f,h8 Deighborhood. 28 ··· A milit&i=y gliard was·-- ·--~- --\t 
C,\ j 
. <i 
posted on St •. Michael's, after a thorough search for arms led by General 
Cadwalader. 29 An Irish Catholic was killed in the day's batti~, Joseph Rice, 
who, according to Nolan, was not involved in the fighting.JO , . \~.. 
'---': ·. 
• 
·:.. - ___ ,..._-·,·· . ~-· . -··--··- ··--···~-- .. .-,- . ..:...:.. -
I 
./ 
---- -- ____ .... -- --- . . ----·-- -
I 
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May 8th dawned in a false air of calm. It was so quiet that the brig-
ade commander discharged all but two of his companies, the Monroe Guards and 
the Philadelphia Cadets. At eight o'clock the report to the Public Led.Bet 
was: 
A large nuiaber of persons have already 
assembled to view the scene of last night's devastation, but all seemed peaceable and 
orderlyo Guards are stationed at various points for the protection of property, and 
the indications are that no further violence 
will be resorted to, although several excit- _ ing rumors are afloat. (31) 
Mark Twain's comment concerning the announcement of his death could do for 
this optimistic report as well. It was greatly exaggerated! 
Many of the crowds e:xandned the ruins for weapons. The burned-out 
farnilies removed such property as they could salvage. Suspected of hiding 
arms, one man ~s taken from his home. When arms were discovered in his 
. -.l..- - -·---house, the militia arrested him, but the crowd nearly lynched him on the .,.,,.,.,:-. 
...... . ,/~! 
_. .·.:-- .. 1 4 
way to jail. 32 'Neighbors reported people having die'd 3.n- t.h~ f ~es d;in.g ,. ,: . t 
the night, and at least one witness said seven or eight per~~hed "in one 
house. 
By eleven, further fires broke out. Gangs of boys roamed the area, 
- pulling down the charred ,remnants of houses and creating other forms of 
excitement. Several companies of firemen, under the guard of militia;····-
e:ritered the- area-.to ~xtinguisb--a .... -numbe-r o-f--tbe---f-ires, · but··-ea.cli--t1me-·--the7 
appeared to bringing the situation under control, more blazes were dis-
covered. Any unoccupied bujlding in the area suspected of being Irish-
owned or -occupied was in danger of be_ing bunled • 
. ' 
r 
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At two-thirty, St. Michael's Church, on Second aboYe Master, was set 
afire. The day marked the Feast of the Apparition of St. Michael, and 
Father Terence J. Donahoe, the pastor, had celebrated mass early in the 
aorning. Later in the morning he had left the church in the custody of 
his assistant, Father William Loughran, and gone into town to see the 
bishop and report on the occurrences of the day before. Apparently about 
ten o'clock, fear for the safety of St. Michael's was raised by Father 
Loughran, and he placed the church and all its contents under the protec-
tion of Captain Jonas' P. -Fairlamb, commanding officer of the Wayne Artil-
lery Corps. 34 This included turning the keys over to Captain Fairlamb, 
who made a search of the premises, discovering only a rusty musket in the 
rectory. Father Loughran was sent away in a cab for his own safety, and 
the military occupied the church grounds. The church was locked up and. 
captain's men engaged themselves in an active patrolling of the property. 
, 
About two o'clock an attempt at arson was made at the corne~ of Washington 
------~~---~-- -~~~~-~::~d_ Jefferson streets, attracting· ·the soldiers I attention., and while they 
- • - -- -- - - ·-- -- --. , ---- -'---~ - ----- .C.: --- --• -- ------ "" -- --~·,_ ------'---- - .. _- -- .. -- -- 55------ ... - '-- ---- -- -·-=- ___ · -- ~----- -:_ ____________ -_______ :.. .. -::.~ .. , ..... ,,_, ,,,c·.--,--,-, .. ., ........ -- · ., .. , were gone, someone set the church on fire. · ·- -,- mob soon- gathered at tlie . -~---_ 
scene, and the following report is given in the Public Ledger: 
During the burning of the churchD the mob 
continued.to shout, and when the cross at the peak of the roof fellp they gave three cheers 
and a dr1.m1 and fife played the Boyne Water. Nothing no~ remains of the beautiful Gothic 
structure but its blackened walls. (36) 
. Because of the apparent ease with which the church was fired, the bishop 
:teit _that_ th~ milit~_ry: .had onl;y. i'ei.g-ned 0its defer1se--,.1'l - V~ry- shortly· after - .,__ 
-~~~~--.----c-~~- ' 
. 
the-burning of St. Michael's, the_Sisters' of Charity-Semi:nary and School 
was also destroyed. It had been the subject of attack several days before, 
, - · :ut Irish defenders had repulsed. the mob earlier; this time the attackers 
'" 
s:o.cceeded.~.3S Finally, about five, the militia returned in force to the 
i 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I I 
I 
!. 
I 
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area with Sheriff McMicbae1· and General Cadwalader. 
· About six, a a11111l band descended upon the house of Alderman HU8h 
Clark, at Fourth and Master Streets. One of the few Irish Catholics to 
haTe achieved a position in the community, he was "free-spoken and un-
pleasant in his manner and was highly unpopular". 39 His house vas broken 
into and the furnishings destroyed; his brother's house next door was 
gutted. All of the alderman's papers were lost.40 
Between four and six o'clock, the riot had been contained in the 
Kensington-Northern Liberties districts of t·he urban area, and it had not 
entered Philadelphia proper except for the general excitement and the meet-
"ings which had been held in the Assembly Chambers and Independence Square. 
Gradually the mob seemed to lose its momentua. But though Kensington had 
calmed down, the riot only changed sites. 
. 
' ;,t:===: ., .. "- .... ·-·· . -,c----·-- ,,~--........... •... . ........... _______ ... . .~ Abott.~,, .s ix-~~ir!,,,I1 ,. ~~A-~,"~~7or __ c,:f . Philad,lphia, ., .. ,J:!?hn~~:,~!,:::~~c~~!..,~~:~eo~iyed=._- ... _:,~c,·· ·- -~ · ··· ;·=~ \ ----·--~·----··-···-------·------------ ------------- ----- ------------------- - - -- --------~---- ________ ".. _______ _ 
I . . . 
•. ·-·· ... 
"• 
word that an attempt would be made to fire St. Augustine's Church, at Fourth 
below Vine. A large crowd had already gathered and was increasing in size 
rapidly. Mayor Scott came to the scene on horseback with a force of city 
,!'. 
police, who were posted around the church. After addressing the crowd, 
which continued to grow, he sent for the First City Troop, which soo, 
arrived. He also i11~_ued .. the _ _!ollowing- proelaaa-tion-:·-------------------~-------- -·--·--- ----·-·-·----·----·---···-··-·-. -
\ 
There is reason to believe that the spirit 
of disorder raging in the County is about to 
extend itself to the City9 and to seek vent in the destruetion of property and attaek upon life. All good citizens are, therefore, re-
. quired- to prepare themselves to patrc;>l the 
,.. 
¥. 
'\ 
... _ .. 
·,. 
·:.-.. . 
·-
.... . / 
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streets, to resist all invasions of property, 
and to preserve the public peace by resist-
ance to every attempt to disturb ito Each 
ward is requested to meet jmmediately at the place of their usual ward election. (41) 
There is little to show that the proclamation did any good. About 
nine o'clQek the troops withdrew to Kensington, leaving only the mayor 
and his small force of city police. Almost as soon as the troops had 
departed, the mob picked up bricks and paving stones and began throwing 
them at the police guarding the church. The leaders of the mob urged the .. 
mayor and police to withdraw; they refused to do so, and the mob charged. 
Under cover of this charge, two boys were lifted to a window, where one 
cut the gas pipe with·' a hatchet, while the other fired a curtain. In 
moments the entire building was engulfed in flames. When the cross on 
top of the· steeple fell, the crowd set up a great cheer.42 
Later reports indicated that the mob had left Kensington for other 
sections of the city and county. The crowd at St. Augustine's continued ,-· ' '" . ' .. -· " .. ' . . ·. ' ... ~ . . . . 
--·"""r ,,._,u, ,,..,, ~·· ~ '~' '' · 1 
.,.--··- --•···-· ... --
""-"""' --·--.-.-·"· ..... -
-------------·· . . .. ····· ... . ..•. 
.. . l, 
. • 
-- their destruction1 burning the books from the library, many of which were 
.,;: .. 
V the only c_opies available in this country. Finally, guards were posted by 
the military at most of the other Catholic churches. 
The City Council met in special session to plan the control of the 
. 
- .... 
~i-et~rs. ____ The meeting lasted until~_:tWQ in .. the morning and· ended in the call ---~--- .. : . -. 
- "• • •W•••-••--•··,--·-·--------··--•°'•-•·--------·•-•-
--for a special Town Meeting at ten on the morning of the ninth. A special 
-m.eeting o!,. aldermen and magistrates was also·called, for four in the after-
noon. 
""· . : 
(, 
--~---_.___- . . .. . .. 
-
__ ,.---_ 
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Although there had been consistent reports or th(t"declaration of 
aartial law, at two in the morning of the ninth it had still not been declared. The GoTernor was expected shortly, however, and it vas be-
lieved that he would officially make such declaration on his arrival. 
The morning of the tenth found the issuance of the necessary proclama-
tion, dated the ninth of May. Accompanying this was an opinion of the 
Attorney General of the Commonwealth that whatever measures had been 
taken before the martial law proclamation, by officers under the direc~ .: 
' 
tion of the High Sheriff of the Count7 and the Mayor o! the City, were 
legal and binding. 43 
By the morning o! the ninth a reaction against the mobs had begun. The meeting called by the Council set up a guard force in each of the 
,Wards, under the direction of the High Sheriff and the Mayor. Governor Porter declared martial law and Major General Patterson had three brig-
-
-
. ade_s under his e~mm~nd, ~_,Kensj_ngt.on, .-P-h-µad~J~~:i.a..,-·-~~d-"-Soutbwark ____ and· - - ---- -·~·-- ----·- - ----~~--.. -- ·: ---~. :4·_,._ .. _ -:. ,_ ----"-: ~- :_ -· •. - ~ - . --- - ,. ___ • - - -
Hoyamensing. Although rioters still made attempts to cause further 
trouble, relative" control had been established and the military forces ' 
proved strong enough to provide the necessary police protection. 
Guards had been posted around all Rom.an Catholic churches in the 
city, and also at St. Philip Neri in Southwark. During the night an 
I 
arson attempt had been ma.de on St. John 1 s, but had been prevented by th.~-----------------------------
. 
·-
-·-----·····-·······------
'' 
--- ··-arrival of some troops. St. Mary I s and St o Joseph• s had large guard 
.-
unj ts posted in all the streets around them. A rUJ1.or spread of an attack 
_·on Holy Trinity, the German church, and as a consequence its orn~ents 
were removed and a guard posted. Earlier in the evening an attack had 
,. 
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been rU11ored on St. Philip Neri, but the people in Southwark and Moyaaen-
aing had organized patrols and, supported by troops of the Third Brigade, 
preTented any further disor<1:e~~ 
The goTernor also brought into the city troops from Harrisburg and 
\ La.n!aster, which deployed under the ~ommand of General Patterson. The 
Grand Jury, in session at the time of the outbreak, made a presentment, 
published in all the newspapers,by direction of the Court, on the tenth.~ 
In s1mnnary, it called upon the Court to arouse "the citizens generally to 
a sense of the necessity of their rallying to the support of the authori-
' ties in restoring order, and maintaining the supremacy of the law". The 
Grand Jury offered to do whatever it could, and submitted to the Court the 
letter sent them by the County Commissioners. The Jury also specifically 
condemned the act of churchburning.44 
'I Rum.ors continued to fly and each Roman Catholic church, seminary and 
asylum throughout the city and county had a full company of military guards. 
Bishop Kenrick suspended all services in the Catholic churches still remain-
ing. On the seventh he had requested all Catholics to avoid public assem-
blages, and on the tenth confirmed his earlier request with the suspension. 
Because of this he was censured by General Patterson, who felt the bishop's ) 
¥' 
action. re"flected 11pon his ability to k~~p ____ ord.~:r .• 45 ..... Bis.hop .Kenrick ... bj .. msel-t···---··············--···----·-·-····-······ .. . . ·.:.:· .. :-··. ---···------··--·········-·············""··-······· 6 had left the city during the disorders and was gone for three days. 4 By ,, 
Saturday, the eleventh, the Public Ledger reported that all was quiet as 
far as active rioting was concerned. 
} 
I'. 
•i .. 
\ 
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The 11:Jlitary were diacharged on the 16th and 17th traa their police 
duties. HoveTer, they were to remain on alert, the signal !or recall being 
eight taps on the Statehouse bell. The city had calmed down, but the effects 
of the riots would be felt for soae tille. 
' An initial estjmate of dawages, based on exawjnation of the riot areas, 
was contained in the Public Ledger on Saturday, May 11th. Hot including 
any public b~ildings, churches, schools, firehouses or markets, the loss in 
homes and furniture was estimated at $44,000. This loss must be computed in 
equivalencies. A good frame house in the neighborhood could be built for 
about $400., a brick house for $2500. The Hibernia Hose Co~pany lost an 
,__, 
engine and equipment worth abQut $1000. The Washington Market was destroyed 
at an estimated loss 0£ $4000. St. Michael's, which had been completed only 
eleven years before, had losses of over $75,000., while the loss at St. Aug-
.... -11Stjne_~_s, ____ includ._ing tb~ ___ lj.p~~ey_, ____ ~~~ch anq. other buildings, was placed at 
______ / 
' 
.J' 
----·- - ---- ----·-- --:-- -
- ---- -- -·-·---- -- __ } 
-- - --- -----~-· ~·-----_··. ~-
$250,000~ The cost in himan terms was even greater. On the first riot· day· 
"· 
\ 
! 
three were ··killed, two outright, and one dying several days later. On the 
second day the u.s. Gazette listed a total of nine killed or mortally 
wounded!? The Public Le<lger also named two not found on any other list.48 
Lee confirms most of these in his account, and states that approximately 
forty were wcnmded., 49 The u.s. Gazette aentioned. fifteen of the wunded b7 
name or other identif:j.cation. 50 
Although there were isolated outbreaks throughout the next few days, 
the actual riot ended with the burning of St. Augustine's on the night of 
Wednesday, the eighth. As indicated above, the troops remained ~n the ~ 
streets, particularly patrolling in the area of the Roman Catholic churches.~ 
' 
\ 
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The atteapts of Philadelphia to understand and explain how and why it 
happened went on. 
before the rioting ended, the Grand Jury had taken notice. In 
its first presentment, the major element was the tremendous loss of prop-
. erty, all of which _~ight require payment by the county, in accordance with· / / 1; 
a law passed by the State Legislature in 1841. The pertinent elements of 
this law were that any person whose property, real or personal, had been 
destroyed by a mob or riot could bring suit against the county commissioners 
and the judgment would be paid from the county treasury. Other parts stated 
that the individual must have made an attempt to warn the proper authorities, 
(. 
. and authorized the commissioners ~o recover from anyone participating in the 
riot or officers who failed to perform their duties. 51 
•· 
.. 
-~ 
The newspapers, to~.i:~~ga,i-t·he 
·_ ~~ 3 n i ng t be riot_f=--0...::......::r:=____:_s::_::an::.:::.:_---:::....::e-.:,--'--.:..'-.:c='..:.:·· ..,.,~._,_ ~· ;._;_;_·~~ 
cause even before its end. People needed some basis of understanding the 
terrible violence. There was little question that the initial attack upon 
the meeting of the American Republicans was wrong. All of the major papers 
agreed on that __ Jubject. . The Public Ledger said in its editorial: 
••• No one will hesitate to say that the Native American party~ having called a public meeting, had a perfect right to carry ©ll their proceedings in peace» undisturbed by any persons» and the dis-
-~-. turbance they :wet u.:i.:~1n.o .fro~ .. persons .opposed· to the···-···---········-- - .. - n,.-.-.: .... c.cc:-· •• ..C..---····-·······-··---··············· 
---------·--·---·----· .. -- .. --- · ·:.,· _ ------.. -~~~,· ~-~---objEfcts of the meetingj) tras as gross an /outrage as ·-----="·- ----······--·-· r. was ever perpetrated upon the rights of \~_._n.y body 
~- ' 
of free citizenso The citizens i"Bho composed the 
meeting were assembled in the exercise of a right 
which is guaranteed to them by the Constitution, 
and it has come to a pretty pass if, availing thea-
selves of their constitutiona~ rights, they are to be assailed by others, and their lives sacrificed in the streets. (52) 
\ 
11 
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An even aore TigoroW!I statement _or editorial opinion appeared. in the Borth American: 
? 
••• Writing and feeling as Americans, we hardlyJ dare to trust ourselves with a commentary upon it. Blood of citizens, who in peaceable assem-blage were assaulted by an organized band of alien or naturalized ruffians, has been shed; unarmed and unprepared were shot down in the street like dogs, for daring to assemble to consult over the interests of their native land. (53) 
But by the reports of the second day, on May 8th, the tenor of total 
condemnation had begun to change slightly. The same editors who had hardly 
dared trust theaselves to comment the day before, said, in something of 
mitigation: 
What else could have been expected? The Irish Catholics--the Irish Protestants took no part -with the,n--were exasperated anew by . . the presence of the enemy on ground adjacent to their dwellingsj forming in fact a commu-nity by themselveso We tii.11 not defend the Catholics t-Jho fired the first shots, any more ___ , .. ,,.. .. ,,~,r.· '"""'·'""'""°'"'-""~"-~_,,.,, •. .,,-,..-.,.,===~~~,c'.'.c'~='·-=-- .-tl'lan.. the . Ame~ic_~n~ ___ J,me_:0f£er~d.---~he-'"·provo-c-ation~ ~- ,. ' ,, . ~.:.,,,~··="·'"'"""~""'·~~~--~,,._~~"~:-=::=·--~"~::·:"·:~~,~,,-;,-,u,~=~·""'~'""'"'i3othre-garded order less than party or sectarian attaehmentso If the Catholics commjtted murders·,----------'-----the Americans were not backward (after the affair on Monday) in arousing the rage which prompted the murderso 
Let us not, however, be understood to equal-ize the faults on both sides. (54) 
' ) ' 
. 
. 
. The United States Gazette -~~- p/rha.p.ft ____ the. calmest--.. ef·-··t·he···thre-e··'lna·j·or· ....................... ~--·-··· · ·· · · 
.... ,. .... -........... ,.. ..... ·-·----·'<·-'"'"'""""-~ -~ " 
.. ~··- ~ 
• a ••· ~ - " " ~ ........ ,. •• -~.,.~ ,~ •••• • 
papers. As the acknowledged \rJhig paper and a strong supporter of the city 
administration, its editorial on the eighth said: 
:.,-• 
' 
i,,,.. 
' 
,. 
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HaTing expressed our feelings a~ to the char-acter and guilt of the outrages that were commit-ted yesterday and continued today, may we not express a hope that those 1:-1ho have °t'tltnessed, nay, · who have even suffered by, these "t:Jrongdoings, will yet remember that however d~serving of punishment may be the guilty» there are'' lai1s to imich all., as good citizens, are bound to submit themselves; and that sacrifices of personal feelings to public tranquility are beautiful evidences of high res-pect for the institutions of our beloved country. (55) 
For the rest of the:_/week the Gazette forbore making editorial comment on 
the riots, merely encouraging the populace to cooperate with the consti-
tuted authorities. 
/ 
By the tenth, both the Public Ledger and the North American had spe-
cific suggestions for changes to be made in the general structure of police 
enforcement in the city, to prevent further recurrences of the events of the 
week. In a letter signed "Civis", the writer details what he regards as the 
errors of the authorities, on the whole 
of the riot on their permi~iveness.56 
~'1", ...... 
placing the blame for the severitf- _-
The North American was. even more ( . 
I 
·J. 
This -~~~~ ., t Q_ Jlft=.~t_o, -be--,~~,he .... t ilmf;""wlien · .. every 
----in-~----el1lgent and virtuous member of the community has bad melancholy evidence of the incompetency of the present police system to protect either life or property from the assaults of an insig-nificant band of malcontents; this~ 'tie say j seems\" · to be the time of all others to look about us and ascertain imether. a new systemD equal to every emergency» may not be devised and adoptedo For 
( 
I --· 
I 
- I 
) 
; 
) 
I 
our otm part» t"Je have very frequently .P and at 
.. . -·---···--·------·-··"-·--"··---------. 
times of tranquility, B:~ _ QMr .. readers l:Iell know,···--"---·--··----·-·····------··--~, .. -·-:-·~,--· · --"----~---. -,-~---~"c--·---·--·····-urged· -·the necessity ·of a thqrough reorganization ., 
,;-.J" 
. 
-of the Fire and Police Departmentso Neither are 
_ based upon a true view of the moral and physical 
. character of a great cityo Neither are they fit for a ·community of .-a greater extent than a country town. (57) 
•.';-----~-
·,'\" 
.. -· ·""·· 1: .. , •.. ,-············.•:.·· 
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The week following the riots, newspaper e01P1ent was largely devoted to 
Judge Anson V. Parson's charge to the Grand Jury, which was delivered on 
. Wednesday. The following extensive sections of the charge are given to show 
the d~fference between the tenor~! the charge and the presentment which the 
Grand Jury drew from it. \r \ 
' ) 
i 
And suffer me first to remark.that I am. one 
vho believes that our republican government is 
as powerful as any other; that if the principles 
on which it is based are properly enforcedj it 
is sufficient for any emergencro If it has 
proved weak and inefficient on this occasion, 
that circumstance arises not from the want of 
power or authority, but from the feeble and 
inefficient manner in which those entrusted 
with the execution of the Law and the applica-
tion of those principles have performed their 
duty •••• 
We cheerfully admjt, in this country, any 
portion of our citizens have a legal right to 
assemble, to discuss any subject, civil or 
religious; and no other persons have a right 
to molest or disturb them, however obnoxious 
may be the sentiments advanced to another portion 
of societyo While we admit the correctness of 
this positiQlli itis further to be observed that. 
I 
p~rsons when legally assembled may be gtrl.lty of . . .. . . . . . . .. · ..... ··~·······-~··· riot j anq,_t,he ...... very ~as't§'embli.ng' at an··· "i.mproj:ie'rcc, .. ~=s,==,·~~,~·,m,ns·mw~»,=•=>w»~=·="'•m===,,·m~=,n=~="·"~~»mu~~·,·w .. < ,. 
time ··a.ncf place, may make a] 1 convening rioters • ••• 
The same principle applies with equal force 
to public rights, and I will mention a case by 
way of illustrationo No one doubts that the 
Protestant deno1Ilination of.Chri~tians have a 
right to assemble in a public manner and dis-
cuss the doctrines of their religion~ and scan 
with great strictness or even seyerity~ those 
of another denomination; yet if they should con-
vene in front of a Catholic church~ when the con-
gregation ~as assembled for trorship aceordi.EJlg to 
.... _,_......; ·;,. ___ . ___ -....... ________ their_.belief» .~<d._in.dulge _in.denuneiati(?n. of ......... -----·---:,;--.-.. .-,,-. -
- ·· · ···· ., Catholicism, they "tJOuld be guilty· of a riot j al-
though at another time or plac® trould be innocent. 
The occasion they embrace under such circumstances 
interferes trith the rights of others, and their 
acts are calculated to lead to a breach of the 
peace •••• 
(. 
.. :, ; 
.;!:, . 
,: 
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Those who are disturbed must effect a restora-tion of the peace in a quiet and legal manner. If they resort to violence for the purpose of accomplishing it, those then engaged become riot-ers also •••• 
And we will carry the principle still further. Suppose the first assembly are dispersed by those who assail them, no matter for what cause, and they are compelled to retreat, leave the ground, and for a time surrender their cherished right of freedom, they cannot rally their friends, con-vene a superior force, and arm themselves to meet the aggressors again and resist any future attack 
--if they do, they can be punished as rioters, they can then become violators of the lawoooe 
Should· the .. Grand Jury find on their examination that any such system of retaliation has been resorted to, they ought to present all concerned in them as rioterso If individuals have acted as officers of such meetings and public speakers have joined in meeting the multitude to acts of crjmination and recrimination, they can be punished as rioters. (58) 
The Public Ledger, in its editorial on the Judge's charge, reempha-
sized the points quoted and reminded its -readers to "apply these prin-. , . 
ciples to the late disturban~.~s,, .~"c;i .. .f.ont his ow-n opinions from the facts ._._..... ---. 
··--·---"----·-···-a;·ttie;·~~~;~~~.u59 On the .17th, in a front page item, the same paper 
quoted also the applicable common and British statute law as a precedent 
for the handling of the riots. At this time both British common law and 
colonial statutes maintained their force as precedent in the courts of 60 Pennsy 1 vania. . 
•'•'" •·~• •·' ,e "' """'L~•-> 1n ,•, • • 
-• uu••••~-·- -• -~-•··-•--••••-'-"-•--~·•.,u-• 
_
_
_
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••-
~-----'-<..-~~ ....... ~A•~•....._,,...,.-,.•---·~-:-;,;_~~~-·,.,.;.u~ .. ~-·-~.._-•~~ • 
• The North Ame~-~~-~~-'--·---~~p ~e.emed ... -to--wave·r--ba-ck····ana····rortti ..... editorially, u•U ,...,~•••" • •••• ~u•• • - ---·~-------·-••-• •• -• .... ~,.·-
asked the Grand Jury to an~wer a number of questions, several of which im-
plied that the Roman Catholic Church had incited the riot. 61 fbe following . 
1 day, this paper, in a lengthy editorial, stated that, in its _·opinion, the I!.\ 
riots were the fault of the Irish and that nothing done by the American 
I , 
. 'Ii>' 
. . --,<----·~~--c"--- . .:~·-. c, 
-
\ 
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Republicans as a party could equal the gui foreigners. They also....-
specifically exonerated the American Republicans of the church bu.rnjngs, 
' 
atatjng that none of the known church burners were members of the party. 
a1t was a motley and depraved crowd that continued the riots, which the 
Irish faction had.begun.n62 They made no comment on Judge Parson's charge. 
An interesting sidelight to the legal battles was the charging by 
Judge Parsons of Col. Charles J. Jack, Esq. (a prominent Nativiijt and one 
of the speakers at the rally in Independence Square) with the crime of 
embracery. Col. Jack apparently had written a letter to the members of the 
Grand Jury, which was regarded as an attempt on his part to prejudice their 
investigations. The legal maneuvers of this case continued for several 
't:1 
weeks and through several levels of courts. 
• 
The Gr~~~~ _t!ury made its presentment to the court on June 15th., and it 
was published in all the major newspapers., on the 17th. The membership of 
the Jury consisted predomjnantly of merchants and crafts.men, and also included 
the publisher of The Penns;ylvanian, Benjamin Mifflin. 
not listed· in the Philadelphia Directory for 18441 and several names provide 
insufficient information for positive identification.63 The addresses indi-
cate that the members probably represented old Philadelphia, none of them 
comjng from outside the city proper, although. the court covered the county as \\ 
~-
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In view of Judge Parson's charge, the presentment ·· conveys quite a differ- · 
ent attitude. The important sections are as follows: 
,.,: 
,. 
First: The origin of these riots may be 
attributed to the very imperfect manner in which 
the laws have been executed by the constituted 
authorities of the City and County of Philadel-
phia for several years past, and more especially 
in the District of Kensington» crime having been 
met with little rebuke and scarcely any punish-
·ntento Emboldened by this impunity, the abandoned 
and vicious have been encouraged to hold the law 
in contempto ~ 
,· 
Second: ,To the efforts of a portion of the 
community to exclude the Bible from our Public 
Schoolso The JUry are of the opinion that these 
efforts in some measure gave rise to the for.ma-
tion of a neN party, which called and held meet-
ings in the District of Kensington, in the peace-
ful exercise of the sacred rights and privileges 
guaranteed to every citizen by the constitution 
and lat~JS of our State and Country a This meeting 
was rudely disturbed and fired upon by a band of 
lawless, irresponsible menj some of whom had re-
sided in our country only for a short periode 
This outrage, causing the death of a number of 
our Wloffending citizens, led to immediate re-
taliation, and was followed up by subsequent acts 
of agression in violation and open defiance of all 
law. (64) 1 .. _ 
The presentment ·continued with a statement that it seemed to the Jury 
that most of the recent riots had been a result of the Yiolation of peoples' 
rights. It also noted that many of the names were those of recurring offend-
ers in such activities. Additionally, they recommended a full investigation 
of the Sheriff of the City and County and of the Police Magistrate of Ken-
sington for failure to properly perform their offices.65 In a connected 
- '. f' 
f'ihal recommendation they also said, following the statements of previous ............. ----·-
• 
• 
( 
I 
' 
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' ' 
single police farce, ac.tequate in S.rength and uniformly directed. 66 
\. 
The Publi~ Ledger congratulated. the Grand July and .. trumpeted its own 
justification for having said the same thing for a number of years. However, 
{. 
J 
' 
. :.. 
' 
it made no comment upon the second part or the preeentaent, which blaaed 
' 
the riot on the Catholics. 67 The North American was not so reticent: 
••• We ask of every reader who is not blinded by prejudice and besotted by fanaticism, what further testimony can be required to establish the point that the disturbances did not originate with the Bative American Party» and that they did originate with Roman Catholic foreigners? (68). 
The te~or of the remainder of the editorials is hardly less incendiary, 
pleaing for all ·citizens now to take revenge on those who had doubted 
.. 
that all the problem was caused by foreigners, particu]arly the Catholic 
Herald, which had editorialized that the Native .Americans were responsible. 
· The Roman Catholic community reacted vigo~ously to the charges that 
the Grand Jury and the newspapers, that their attempts to gain fair treat-
ment for their children in the public schools were the cause of the riot. 
Under the leadership of the Honorable Archibald Randall, Associate Judge 
of the United States Circuit Court, a committee drew up a lengthy statement 
·--:-refuti·ng th-e·--charges-, -~and---counter-eharging that the- ·Gra-nd---Jury---had-a-cted in 
a prejudicial manner and come to conclusions which nthey knew.to be untrue". 69 
The writers rehearsed the entire history of the dispute about the Bible version, 
including the letters from the Bishop and the responses from the Board. The 
' 
remonstrance was accompanied by letters from the members of the Board or 
Public School Controllers, testifying to the accuracy of its presentation • 
' 
.;,. 
- -~·-----~--
- - - -··-----·--. ·--- ..... -- ---··-· -----··-··---·-····--···----·-···--···--···-···-· --·-·· ----------·-----·-·-···------·---"-"-· .i~-------'rhe·-·-news-pape·rs --we·re·· -very-quiet about ·-the Roman Catholic charges, with the 
exception of the North American, which printed several anti-Catholic letters, 
·· and also several editorialse It should perhaps be noted that, although the 
North American claimed not to be anti-Catholic, its former editor was the· 
,-
' 
I 
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! 
J 
I 
! 
I 
! 
I 
. ./ 
ReYerend Walter Colton, a leading aember of the Allerican Protestant Aesoci-
ation and author of one of the most violent attacks upon Bishop Kenrick 
during the ~i,ble correspondence. 70 The tenor of one of"he editorials, ( 
accusing Justice Randall of malfeasance in office and Bishop Kenrick of 
withholding evidence and harboring murderers, is more virulent than even 
the public~tions of the Native Americans themselves. 71 
The riots generated a large number of pamphlets, one of the aore inter-
r<ting being published very shortly after the riots; it was"reviewed" on 
June 10th in the North American, if a short personal attack upon the author 
can be called a revi~w. 72 Entitled, The Truth Unveiled ••• , by a person 
calling himself "a Protestant and Native Philadelphian", this pamphlet 
pointed out that the Native Americans seemed to attack only Irish Catholics; 
that Germans, both Catholic and Protestant, French, English, Scotch, even 
:_;, Irish Protestants, were exempt from attack. Only the Irish Catholic was a 
target. 73 The author's perception of the situation in Ph~ladelphia tends 
• 
. ·-·~~-,-~",~----····--·····-:to reirif'c,rc·e the .idea that there was m~~e to the violee·ce of these riots 
'l than simple nativism, or even religious bigotry. That the attacks should 
be ljmited to Irish Catholics suggests something which had not been present 
·before, the transfer of old-country enmities to the New World. 
Following the release of the Grand Jury ·presentment, other things 
!_ _________ . _ ...... cc-·,-"-----· ____ replaced. the .. -r--iot s ·as··Lthe· maj-or ---1-tems -of ---news-.---------Occasional .. no.tes .. about---the---------. --~:::::~~:-~-: I 
. -. 
_I arrest of another rioter are found, and the North American tried to keep ·J " I 
l anti-Catholic sentiment high by publishing on its front page a series of 
letters between Bishop Hughes of New York and Col. Willi~ Stone, the editer-
...... cl, 
of the Commercial Advertiser of that city. But generally, the only news 
'i 
1 
) 
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concerning the past situation was in the notes of the "Local Affairs• col-
r 
umns, detailing the apprehension of another rioter. A few news iteJl18, how-
C 
I 
' 
I 
ever, signalled' problems ahead; these concerned the massive parade and dam-
onstration planned by the American Republicans for July 4th. The party had 
grown tremendously in the two months between May and July. Prior to the 
I 
riot it numbered perhaps as few as 500, although this number seems low when 
compared with Lee's account. On the Fourth, over 4500 :marched in the parade 
with representatives from every ward in the city and county. 74 
.. The following night came the first indications of a repeat of May. 
Rumors had spread of a tremendous arms cache in St. Philip Neri Church in 
Southwark. They were in part true, as some arms had been issued to William 
H. Dunn, the brother of the pastor of the church. The Reverend John P. Dunn 
had received an anonymous letter, apparently threatening the destruction of 
the church. Because of the recent experiences in the city, such threats 
were not taken lightly, and his brother had been given an order for arms· 
from the State Arsenal, by Governor Porter. Crowds began to gather in front 
of the church, and,about 8 p.m. Alderman Horty called for the Sheriff, who 
arrived shortly, and, in the company of two aldermen, entered ;-the church to 
~ make a search. The Watch had been posted, assisted by a posse of citizens. I 
I After a half-hour's search the Sheriff came out with twelve mus1ts., which 
were found to be unloaded, and were taken to the Distri~t Commissioners• 
\ 
\ 
------
Hall. The Sheriff then made a kihort speec;_~, ____ c~lling ... upon---th~----erovd ·to---···d:is.;;··-··----- _ ........ -----------------·---·~----·"······· ' 
- - - ·- - -- - ----- -·-·- ____ ,_ .. _ .... --~----- - -.. - .. ·-· - -- --· --· ·---- - -----
. 
~ 
-·-.. ·------~----·----:--·-
-perse. He had also taken the precaution of motif~ng General.Patterson of 
the militia, and, about eleven, a troop of City Guards, mider Captain Hill, 
· · arrived, dispersed the remainder of the crowd, and ·.stayed on to guard the 
church. Somewhat _later, at 2 a.m., a further search uncovered a n\llllber. of 
.. 
' 
.. 
- . - ·--·------,-~...,.-----·-·· 
-~-------------------;...( ---. 
' 
additional weapons, some of which were loaded. They were '-&lao removed and the City Guards remained on s~ation. ( 
During the morning and afternoon of Saturday, the mob continued to 
congregate around St. Philip's. A tenant living next door to the church 
evacuated his home during the afternoon. Both General Cadwalader and Alderman Saunders attempted to convince the crowd to depart, unsuccessfully. At 7 p.m., Sheriff McMichael arrived with a posse of about one hundred fifty men. Additional troops from the militia were added to this force, including a battery of three field pieces. 
The mob eontinued to ~row, and General Cadwalader decided to break it up into groups, using small forces and· driving them away down the access 
streets. One of these drives encountered mob resistance, and this element taunted the general, daring him to ··fire. He ordered the fieldpiece readied and prepared for firing, when Charles Na-ylor, Esq., former Congressman of the Thira District, interfered. He was arrested and placed in the church. -~ The action cooled down some of the hotter spirits, and the crowd gradually dispersed •. 
The following day, Sunday the seventh, a mob again gathe~ed, demanding 
' 
the release of Mr. Naylor. Only two companies of militia were on duty, the 
/' 
', 
.... --········--. --~· ·-·-·-----·---
Mechani es Rifle Company and __ the Hil:>ernia.Gre-ens.·· Themo·b··nad·secureda four-
.................................. - .. --- ------- - - --·-·-
--- ---- -- -------- ----
. pounder cannon, and threatened to fire on the church unless Mr. Naylor was 
~oduced. Other members found tim.bers and broke in several panels of the 
l door, thus releasing Naylor. He spoke to them, asking them not to do what ~ t~ey were contemplating. Some left; however, others took,the cannon around 
., 
... 
- - . - - - .. ...::.:.: .... :::...! . ."..:.... --~. :..._~....:__::; __ 
to the back or the church and fired. It did little damage, and was taken 
back to the wharf to be reloaded. This accomplished, it was brought back, 
together with another cannon which had been fom1d. One was fired, doing 
. small damage again, but the ricochets of the scrap iron charge greatly 
frightened the neighbors. 
Two leaders of the Native Americans appeared, Thomas Grover and Lewis 
LeTL'l. Both made speeches which were repeatedly and loudly cheered. Mr. LeT-
in spoke, followed by Mr. Grover, who demanded the evacuation of the church 
by the Hibernia Greens. It was finally agreed to evacuate St. Philip's on 
the promise of the leaders-or" the mob to protect it. The Markle Rifles 
came up to escort the Greens, but despite their efforts, the Greens were 
attacked by the mob throwing bricks and stones. All fired upon their 
attackers as they retreated, wounding, according to rumor, several of the 
rioters. One private of the Greens was caught and severely beaten by the 
.. 
mob._ 
- - ·-···--·· _·:·-··-·-··"·····-···-----
_ By this time several other leaders of the Nativists had arrived, in-
II eluding Col. Jack1 and all attempted to keep the mob from destroying the 
church. A group of rioters breached the wall of the church with a log, 
and made their way into the basement. They remained relatively quiet but 
.... ,Jc. 
set a small fire, whi-ch was quickly- extinguished. The Native American 
leaders finally managed -to gain ----~~_ge_gr_e_e ____ of ___ . eontrel-,-----a-nd--posted-----abo-ut -- ------------------------------------___ -OM -- ------- """ - " " • - -- ..... -- -- -- -•• - -- "" -
~,---
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~ ----- ___________ ,... __ 
-----------.:_-~-.:.----:-----------------
twenty of the ·party as guards. 
:_,. 
About six, a meetjng took place on the street in front or the church. -
After a speech by Mr. Spencer,~ who was in t 1he- ~hair, __ it adjourned upon his ,, 
I 
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recommendation, and aost of the participants left tor.their homes. At 
seven, the military returned in large force, and the attempt was made to 
disperse the remainder of the crowd in front of the church. Rocks were 
thrown at the soldiers, who then charged with fixed bayonets. The mob ' 
stood firm, however, and the troops fired. There is some disagreement about 
the orders to fire, as to whether the crovd received warning or whether 
their conduct required this. 75 The immediate result of the two volleys 
was the death of several of the men,.almost instantly. 
About eight-thirty, a large armed crowd, with two field pieces, gathered 
at the Wharton Market, with the avowed intention of forcing the military 
from the scene. The opposing forces exchanged fire. Reinforcements for 
the military, including artillery, continued to arrive. Cavalry was called 
in and captured the mob's cannon at about midnight. By two in-the morning 
the rioters had taken up sniping positions on the rooftops and were firing from concealment. By two-thirty the streets seemed clear for the night, 
·- . 
CCCC"==·===-,-·"·~:·••">"•"·--·- .. ., ...... ~.~"ancl· the operi. warfare ha.d ·c oneluded for t}ie evening-•. -.- A number of killed and 
------·-·-
. 
wounded had resulted from ,.this heavy fighting. According to the Public 
Ledger, at least six died during the battles of the evening. 
'· 
The following day the aldermen and co11QDissioners of Southwark requested 
the removal of the: .troops; promising that order would be maintained if the /J 
tr;oops withdrew.!6' By three o'Clock on the eig'bth, this had been done, and 
--- ----- --- ·---·------·--"·····-·-··-
- --------·------- -------·--·- ----···-···-·--- - -·-----~--~---------------
-------
·---··--c-.·--s------·--·-----·-··tliEf-ctiur"e]i-1iati-oeen-··talceii ___ O.~Eir"-··by·- ·a··· guard of officials; also, at the request rr., 
· of the commissioners, Judge Jones of the Court of Quarter Sessions, and his 
clerk, were holding court there. Relative peace retµrned to the city and dis-.~ 
trict. Troops continued to arrive ·on the orders of Governor Porter, but -were 
(.', '\., 
/ 
.. _, ', i 
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qurtered in other city areas. 
The final toll of dead in this phase of the riots included ten rioters, 
three bystanders (two of whom were killed in their_homes) and two soldiers 
of the Germantown Blues. According to General Cadwalader 1s report, twenty-
three soldiers were wounded. 77 Property damage was, by comparison with the 
May outbreaks, very light. Some damage occurred at the church and to houses 
in the area, b~t no fires or mass destruction resulted, as on the earlier 
occasion. '-~ 
On Thursday, July 11th, Lewis Levin., editor of the Daily Sun, and 
s. R. Kramer, editor of the North American, were charged and arraigned 
before the Recorder for "inciting to riot" through intemperate editorials 
in their respective papers. Mr. Levin had to post a ·$4000 bond, while 
Mr. Kramer, whose pen was more temperate, was required to post $500 to· 
. / 
-·--·~·-·--·-.. -c--'----·-c-. --- ~- .ensure his good behavior. 78 . ~ . 
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: .... Beginning with July 15th, there,.is a very complete·record'of the riots ' 
in the :major papers, particularly the Public Le_dger, which contains trans-
crip~ions of the hearings of the Court of Oyer and Terminer held by the 
.., Attorney General., arid presided over by Ywige Jones of the District Court. ''\ - -
Many of the participants were subpoenaed and testified, from the generals 
on down in. the military, and all affected civilian officials and ma:ri.y:_of' ________ ~---~~-------· . ········----·--···· .. ·····-·-··-- ·--~--~······' .... ·--·-- ...... . 
-·· -- . --- ·-·'O< ---~ - -----·~ 
......... ,. ............. ,c-•c ...... ·•-· ••••·--·-------····-·· ....••. - .. -• --
·-··-------r·-·-----·---,-.,---:-·-.-.. ---·· . the· participant·s--·and bystanders. The sworn testimony adds little except . .i 
.. (. .· .. 
. i 
···\· 
i· 
' ' 
additional details to the overall accounts of the riots carried in the news-
• . papers. 
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During the next few weeks, small iteae ~,ppeared, with depositions froa· 
T&rious persons, charges against others, but little of major import until 
the Report of the Presentment of the Grand Jury on August 5th. This report 
may be summarized as follows: The Southwark riots were a direct result of 
the feelings engendered by the earlier Kensington outbreak caused by the 
interference with the political rights of citizens. The military had acted_ 
\_.) properly and no blame could be attached to its command. In the same way, 
.. 
the High Sheriff had acted properly within his capabilities. He had summoned large posses in both cases, but the people refused to respond. There is a Q 
recommendation for a Riot Law, which would both fix authority and the point 
when the eosse or troops should fire, relieving the sheriff of that responsi-bility. In regard to the arming of churches, it was the opinion of the ; 
Jury that the same right of protection existed for a church as did for a home. 
In addition to the civil and criminal proceedings issuing from the riots. Military Courts Martial were_ held for several men charged with desertion or 
cowardice under fire. Al though __ a.,ci !29~ ~,;iJJg_ ~tha=11eee-ssity'-'t>'f' 'somecc· plll1:i.-shment, - ...:_::_:_.._ ___ ------ ---- -- - --- - -·---
one of the papers suggested that, since the war was over, these convicted of 
this crime, which normally requires execu~ion by firing squad, should be 
shot with.blank cartridges or sausages and prohibited from ever donning the American uniform again. 79 
. -- ··-- --- -
- - - -- -·- . ----- ---·--~-.~----·~---~·--·· .... -~.------4---····=·__..' 
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- . _ ---·--·----·-" ___ .. B,:_._.the--mi-adle----of---August·, the" riots .themselves· were no longer news, and 
,._,,_._. __ .. ,------~ .. -------_.;,.;;_,',,,:;..;__.--•A\--•••--- 0 
< ~ 
altholl8h there were occasional notes and letters to the editor, from the ' ' . 
1 newspapers' point of view they were not currently important. The trials of 
the rioters were covered in detail by the Public Leciger and lasted until 
January, 1845080 
'\ 
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The civil cases concerning recovery for damages. suffered during the 
riots in May were to take much longer. In the case of St. Augustine's 
Church, it was three years before the church was able to recover $47,433.88, less than half the value of the deatroyed·property. St. Michael's case was 
settled one month later, in December, 1847, with an award of $27,090.02, 
again lees than the actual value of the property destroyed •. According to 
~ Kirlin, the sum of the award was arrived at by.totaling the amounts each juror was willing to allow, and then dividing by twelve. 81 
\ 
,: 
. 
The riots were over but they had a number of effects in the city and 
urban area, S?me of them major. Among these were the demise of the Ameri-
can Republican Party, the development of a Whig-Nativist coalition, and, 
most important, the movement twward coi\8olidation of all the political juris-\_____ 
•. ··. 
. dictions in the county into the City of Philadelphia, in 1854. 
The riots did· not help the ~.at.i;vi.st ,cause. --There·- is· gene;a.l agreement 
•c ---·c~"·:·. ,.•,--=:=·,·.c·:c·cc··c"C"'cc= ··amotit·-· all the authors in the field that the period following the riots was . _/~'-- ~ 
one of general decline for nativism. 82 However, although in a period of decline, they retained enough power to· return Lewis C. Levin, the former 
editor of the Daill Sun, to Congress for three terms. During the post-riot years, the commonest adjective for a Nativist in Philadelphia was "church-burner". The American Republican Party was not able to shake the odium of 
- .. these acts.,·--~~~t.th~ general :revulsion wni-ch·the name connoted led tc, ~--~~ly._. '-
_ .............. ·-·-···- ... -, ·-·· ., ·--·-·· ~ ----~ .• , ...... ., - - • • 
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demise for the party. The party death, however, did not mean that Nativism had died. 
After just one year there was h9-rdly a sign of the American Republican 
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. Party in Philadelphia. The American Republican folded very shortly after 
the riots, and since it was the official paper of the party, it is probable 
that the party met its death at about the same time. However, Nativism did 
not expire but underwent a change of name. Both the Daily Sun and the North 
American were strongly Nativist, and those following that persuasion did 
not lack for n~vs edited with them in mind. 
In July, 1845, a national convention of Nativists met in Philadelphia 
to organize a new party based on the principles o.f Nativism. SJ The last sec-
_J tion of Lee's Origins and Progress .2£ the American Partz in Politics ••• deals 
with this convention, and in their declaration of principles they make no 
mention of the American Republicans, although in the prefatory address the 
authors indicate that the convention was formed from Nativist groups from 
throughout the country. 84 Lee also briefly mentions the 1ormation of a new 
group, The United Sons ·of America, a ~ .. ~~;r~t J':r.?.-te.rnal .. ~oxder"wl1ieh pararl·errs~~c·~=~~ .. ·=-'·--········· . ..• •--•· ·•'" ····-•· ....... ·.~·•·•··"~~:,.. ··.•"'' ,.,~· __ ,·:_:~-~,.___;,..-.:;,.,•:_::,-:,·.:·;,.;.t•c.·.•.1_'1.·'~"n:.,,c:c:'\.'.-_, •• '····-·- • · ·. · . ___ .. . 
-··-- ··-···-~-- ...... : -- . ·-... -- .·· .... · . . -- ·-· ·- ~- __ ...,_ ··- '. in nature a number of such organizations which were founded about the- same 
time. The largest and best kno~ of these was the Order of United Americans, 
which ultimately had chapters in ~ixteen states and a membership of about 
.,-
50,ooo.85 ·The United Sons of .America apparently remained a local group, and 
attempts to unite the seTeral Nativist fraternities failed. 86 
Kore important than the demise of the American Republicans was the work-
-··--·--·--···-··· ... ·-·····-- "------.. - . .--~·-·· -··--.---· 
------- ~--~3ng· coalition ;hich developed between the Nativists and the Whigs, ____ ~hich _____ ... --··-·····-~c--~--~-,-·-···· - --- - ------~ ... ~---- - -. - l ~-----...... --···--·---- - -··-- ............ -·- ................. ·-' .. ··········-··--- - . - ............................ ,. ................................. ·•••·•·•• - .... ······· ............................ --· •.. ·······-·-··········--· .. : ••••. i .. · .......................... -. - . .. ·········- -················-·" -
--···········-·····- . .. ·-. . ' 
I 
brought about a total change in the character of ·Philadelphia polities·. The 
North American also provided a direct link between Nativism..and Whiggery, 
since it was an avowedly Whig paper. Whigs and Native Americans began 
. 
· 
. 87 endorsing comm.on candidates in both the city and county. This coalition 
. ' 
• 
- : .. ~ - . •,- .... 
-· 
was to remain in effect until the demise of both parties in the changes 
which resulted in the formation of the Republican Party during the fifties. 
Warner attributes the coalition to a shift to ethnic politics resulting in 
the professionalization of political structure and "boss control." This, 
in turn led to the reduction of violence, which was th~ only m~s of ex-
\ pression in the formerly uninstitutionalized situation.88 Whigs and Nati-
Tists became known as the party of Negroes and Abolitionists, while the 
Democrats advocated slavery and Catholicism.89 \ 
By the mid-fifties the Whig Party was essentially defunct in Phila-
delphia, surviving in name only. But the name served as an adequate front 
for the large Nativist voting bloc which remained a power in the city's 
politics. The Republican Party made specific appeals to this Whig-Nativist 
coalition as the new party developed. In particular, they proposed solu-
tion to the '-problem o_f slav~ry well suited to the general attitudes of 
this group of old Philadelphian~. -
:). 
Ethnic blocs also had much to do with the continuing split in the city. 
Irish Catholics in Philadelphia, as in most of the rest of the country, sup-
ported the Democratic Party, and this certainly accounts for a part of the· 
Nativist shift to the Republicans. On the other hand, the realization that 
------------------~---~----------·the ·Repub-11·cari"s bad received the majority of the former Nativists probably 
----.. -------
strengthened the ·ties of ___ J,ll~---Irish ___ Cathol-ics to the Demo--c-r·ats ;·-------i,1e·"'·-~issiie cit· -- -·· -------··· ---·-···---- . ' ·- ··--·-··------------····. - -···-· -----___ ..:.,.._.--·-----··'· '• ' 
slavery, important as it was, cannot _eljminate these strong ethnic elements 
involved in party selection during the forties and the period following. 
r· _ _/ , -'Ibis becomes quite clear in even a cursory e.xamjnation of the,-J>hiladelphia 
situation. 
~-=-=--=··-·""'--'------·.:,_· .. ·-. ..:..:,:-'-""="-";'-.-'" 
,-
• 
·, .. .. -~. 
By tar the moat important result of the riot's was the push toward con-L 
solidation of the city and county. The leadership of both Philadelphia and 
the Commonwealth could see, in the events of Kay and July, that there had to be some form of consolidation, at least to provide more adequate poli~e pro-tection. The first move made by the Select Council was the authorization of 
.. a special armed force,cconsisting of a regiment of infantry, a battalion of 
artillery and a troop or more of cava1ry. 90 However, it was felt by some 
citizens that something other than a military force was needed. A meeting, held in December 1844, proposed the complete consolidation of the city and 
county districts. This proved too great a danger to the politi·cal situation 
which had been worked out in the past, and particularly to the cont~bl which the legal profession exercised over the Philadelphia government. In a counter-
meeting, chaired by the former mayor, John M. Scott, a Whig, and recorded by 
Richard Vaux, the Democratic Recorder of ~,~: .. ,s~!.~.Y.LI.,,a,"~"-}~.rQ~~- _gf ,,.l~l(Y~r.s. d} .. :.:~~-.... ·~"'"'::-~c':'."~~~~·c··: \ . . . 
\ 
.. ---- -· ~·. -···- -· .. -··· i- up proposals ~h·i~h~ ~eq~~~ted the fonnation of a ci vilia~ 'I/olice system which 
"would not interfere with the integrity of the· (city) corporation". 91 The· Legislature passed the act the lawyers had proposed in April 1845. Ea.ch dis-
' trict was required to have a force of one pQlice officer for each one hundred fifty taxable inhabitants, under the command of a district superintendent. The sheriff,had authority to call upon the several superintendents for assist-
ance ··in the event that a riot or disturbance seemed out of control. Failure 
to provide this force left the district responsible for the results of an~ 
_ _ __ 1 __ _ ----- --------- .... 
--·----------· - ---- - -
riot or di st urban ce in ____ t_heir-- -ape-a-.--~-~-- ----- .. ---- ----·- ·---··-··-· ----···-·- ·-------------·-··-· -----·- .. -----·-- ~--------- - - -------
../ 
. 
Violence had become so much a Philadelphia custom that nothing short of 
a very s~rong police force would be able to ~urb it. The new,proposal worked for a short time, but during the late forties street gangs so terrorized some 
\ ' 
, 
•• 
' ' 
I, or the districts that the caution or"'the lawyers was overcome and a new 
police law was proposed. Specifica]ly as a result of the Election Riots or 1849,\the Legislature passed a new act in 1850 providing for additional·aen 
and marshals to control them. 93 The most important section of the new act, however, was the provision for a police board, and the fact that the force 
was to be paid for from funds derived from all the districts. The strength 
of the force was set, at one man for every four hundred taxable inhabitants 
in a district, and the salary was set at $400. per year for each man. 
According to Scharf and Westcott, the new force was quite effective. 94 Fin-
ally, in 1854, the city was consolidated in all its forms of government, in-
corporating into Philadelphia all of the former districts and corporate enti-
ties of the county. 
The coalition of Whigs and Nativists which developed in the period_fol-
tion. Although the Whig Party was by this time essentially defunct, .shrewd 
..... people were still pperating within its remains, and a "new" force entered 
the scene, the "Know-Nothings". When the ballots had been counted, Robert· T. Conrad the "Whi a" . , -c , 
95 29,507 to 21,01'1. 
had won over Richard Vaux, the Democrat, by a count of 
Conrad had ·had the support of the "Know-Nothings", who 
~the successors to the Nativist tradition in Philadelphia. Conrad 
showed his colors in his appointments to the pelice force. None but native-
-·---~ .......... ---·-........... ,.,, .. _.,-----·----... - ---- ·- ·- ~ 
-
-
-- -~--
I 
born ~~r.icans ___ we_r_e appointed-to·the·se-·po·st·s, a porfcy which exacerbated the 
.~-
. ---·----- -
. ------
--
,.,,•i." 
Irish-Nativist conflict. He also was quite strict in hi' enforcement of the Sunday liquor laws, which angered both the foreign-born an manynatiYes. 96 .. .\ 
. 
'-....___~_ 7 . 
--~:y..--.,.../'-
~ / 
. '· By t~e next election, Republicans had begun to take root in Philadelphia, 
-
·.,..,... ' 
but were not powerful enough to really count in the election of 1856, which 
was a contest between Vaux and the ~American", Henry D. ~Qpre. The Americans 
I 
i• 
•.. 
-77-... 
had joined in this case with the Temperance Party, and as a result of intra-
party bickering over slavery and dislike of temperance, the Democrats won by 
Ji average majority of 4000. 97 Finally the Irish had a supporter in the 
highest office in the city. 
The riots bad effectively polarized the community, splitting it into 
supporters of the Irish-Catholics and supporters of the Nativists. One of 
the results of this split was the ethnicization of Philadejphia's political 
life as well, with the Democrats taking the part of the immigrants and the 
~ Republicans falling heir to the Whig-Nativist coalition, which controlled 
city politics in the decade prior to the Civil War. The severity of the 
_ .. --l ----~--- ·-·- -~-:::-:- riot~ ___ f_orced a reconsideration of the independence of the small political • --.... ____ .. # -···----- .... - •• 
... ·•·· ..... '.. ·-~- -- . .,, , .. -
--.. - . . 
. . I jurisdictions making up --the· -·eou:1-t.y1 ..... ~d, finally, their consolidation into 
" ,.. . ": -· ., .. -. ' • . ., - . - . 
, 
--, 
' 4. •- <.o .. --, r --. • .;. "'• • ._ 
'\.\ 
. - ... , ·- --.._ ..... ··--:~....-~ - - . . .. ···---·---~--.- ·--··-·-·· ______ ... ____ ...,_..._ __ _ the modern City of Philadelphia. In these senses the riots can be said to 
, truly have set the stage for the emergence of Philadelphia.into the modern 
urban era. 
----- --~ - -·.-·-- -- - -~ -- ------ --- ---~--
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CHAPTER IT 
Conclusions 
.. 
.1. 
,· 
What conclusions can be drawn from this study? The first would cer-
tainly be that any simple explanation based on one cause cannot be supported 
·, by the facts. Major contributing factors to the riots must include the fol-lowing: the ethnic changes, the economic situation, the political situation in the city and county, and finally, the tremendous antagonisms of Orange and Green. The fact that Philadelphia occupied a central position both in the 
nation and in the Nativist movement also made a contributi'·on to th.e overall 
results. 
The heavy influx of Irish Catholic foreigners changed(_ and challenged the 
entire structure ~f the commt1I1ity. Many of the new jmndgrants were totally 
unprepared for life in a growing urban area, having been, for the most part, peasant farmers. The problem of assimilation was a difficult one. What 
could farmers do in the city? ·Most had no funds with which to move inland or purchase land, and the result was much the same as what has happened in Am.eri-
-can cities since the Second World War in relation to blacks~ Although spread 
throughout most of the urban area, ·certain districts were notable in either 
./ their heavier Irish population or their lack of it. Kensington and the Nor~ 
thern Liberties appear to be among the latter. 
. . 
- . .. ·- -~". ...... 
·-~. - - ' 
The general economic situation in Philadelphia was poor throughout this period. The collapse of the Second Bank of the 9nited States in 1842, and 
I' 
the problems of the other Philadelphia banks, resulted in a partieularly ·sharp 
' local depression. Capital was in short supply, and the city had not really . . ~· 
. 1 
•'I 
., 
begun to industrialize to the extent necessary to absorb the nmaber o! 
unskilled laborers coming into it from Ireland. ..... Almost the only work &Tail-
able to them was in the mines or on the canals or railroads, but these jobs 
were limjted because of the general economic condition. 
,_ The antagonisms between the newly arrived Irish Catholic and the 
earlier Ulsterman are certainly not hard to document, but one difficult7 
does arise; Americans had not g.enerally made a distinction between northern 
and southern Irish. Not until the arrival of the mass of Irish Catholic 
iuigrants did this distinction begin. It is, therefore, difficult to 
locate precisely the whereabouts of these people in 1844. However, Kensing-
ton was a major textile center, and many of the Scotch-Irish apparently 
settled there as weavers. The reactions of the crowds to the burning of 
St. Michael's,· and the distinction made by the mobs between Irish Catholic 
and~German Catholic churches, are strong indicators that the old antagonisms 
had been transplanted to America. 
Another point which certainly contributed to th~ riots was the position 
which the city held both in the nation and the Nativist movement. In terms 
of the output of anti-Catholic literature, Philadelphia vas second only to 
Hartford, Connecticut., ·And, as Scharf and Westcott point out, one of the 
major groups to make up the Native American party were older persons who had 
' 
_ been filled with prejudice against the Roman Catholic Church._l The America.a (,~ 
Republicans capitalized on these general feelings of anti-Catholicism and \ 
added it to the am:~lgam of Nativism, though constantly denying that the party. 
was against any specific religious tradition. 
-; 
.. 1 .. , 
= 
r. . 
.I . 
-~ 
-The city bad a large native population traditionally Federalist and 
Whig, while the urban area, with a ,.greater percentage of :lDPigrants, tended 
to vote for Jacksonians. In the depression following the withdrawal of 
the deposits, Philadelphia County swung more toward the Whigs. Thia Jack-
sonian policy resulted.in a major cut in the number of jobs, and the Whigsi 
, ... 
' 118de a strong play for votes by stressing nativist opinions concerning jobs 
for Americans, which answered·the employment pi,oblems of county workers as 
well as those in the city. The junction of Whig and Nativist was a major ' --.\,. 
..,.. factor in Philadelphia politics for a number of years, and ended only with 7 
the development of the Republican Party, which encompassed both. 
The position of the city made it a natural site for :ma.ny national 
meetings, and the Abolitionists took full advantage of this. Both Abolit-·, 
ionists a.rfd blacks brought out the worst in the Irish-Catholic jmmjgrant, 
and the latter's attacks upon both were commonplade occurrences in the years 
prior to 1844. Although acceptable to some Philadelphians, _these anti-black 
sentiments did not endear them to others in the city, who regarded "Paddy" 
as worse than the black, and because of his brawling, far more dangerous. 
When the riot of May 1844 occurred,~~ there were very few who felt sympathy 
for the Irish who had been killed or burned out, since they had s9 often 
I 
visited such violence upon others. Purses were collected for the fandlies 
of the soldiers and the Native American martyrs, but there is no mention of 
any such generosity in the community for the Irish-Catholics whose homes 
had been destroyed. 
'-
,& . The diTiding of the county into nmnerous political subdivisions., each 
. 
with its own police service, certainly had much.to do with the violence of 
.' 
' '· 
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the riots. The fact that there was no authority able to counter the 
rioters at the beginning with ad.equate force, also made a major contribu-, 
tion. Neither Philadelphia nor its surrounding districts was prepared to ',, 
• 
deal with a large-acale insurrection. The police of any of the districts 
were weak and ineffectual eTen in their own areas. Only if the military 
was called in could there be a police authority across the lines which 
1divided the community. Scharf and Westcott summarized the problem: 
A boundary street running between one district and another was as effectual a barrier to the passage of a policeman or constable across it to an adjoining district as if there had been a strong wall there fifty feet higho When there were riots in Moyamensing, the city police might be massed in a body on the north side of Cedar or South Street, and be ~ritnesses to riot, murder or arson within fifty feet of their station with-out having the right to interfere. (2) 
~ 
) 
'- .. / 
\ 
" 
I 
The dependence upon the militia for police protection had.significant 
drawbacks. The Sheriff had to have the cooperation of the. militia commander 
in order to be able to use this means, and this cooperation was not always 
rorthcomihg. Such was the case at the beginning of the May riot, when the 
. militia delayed turning out because they bad not been properl1 paid from the 
time before. 
These riots, by far the most serious to occur in Philadelphia up to 
that time, deserve a- more prominent'. position in our historical literature. 
They were also the most disquieting civil disturbance in the United States 
to that date, exceeded only by the New York Draft Riots of 1863, in the first 
half of our hi~~ory. They reveal much about.ethnic conflict in the early 
years of the nation, and of the political structure$ which both encouraged 
·-
and condoned.such conflict. The fact that one of the major political 
( 
"' 
( 
.. 
• 
( 
' \ 
' 
parties has traditionally been more open to ethnic grl~ps than the other 
\ is reflected in part in the Philadelphia situation. The\ ,study of the riots . 
\ 
. will also help to explain the development of the Republican -party in Pen-
nsylvania. Regardless of the interpretation placed upon them~· these riots 
influenced in large part the development of the City of Philadelphia, and 
as such, also play a role in the overall urban history of the region and 
the country. 
~ 
This paper has advocated a multi-faceted approach to the study of the 
riots. The advantages of this approach are directly proportional to the 
complexity of the behavior examined, and in this case it is fair to say 
that the incident described was a highly complex one. Unless one is will-
ing to accept a very simple attribution of blame determined wholly by par-
tisanship, behavior'as complicated as that detailed in the foregoing must be 
examined from a number of angles. It is hoped that'this paper will clarify 
a scene which has been notable for its obscurity, largely because the per-
suasions of the authors who have written about it have erected screens which 
prevented better understanding • 
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CijAPTER V 
I 
A Critical Bibliograph7: FIVE VIEWS OF '!HE RIOTS 
( There are readily available to the scholar five accounts of th~ riots. 
~\ These consist of a section in a lengthy history of the ·1city, three cases of 
chapters in major works, and an article in a scholarly periodical. The 
earliest important descriptipn of the riots in secondary materials is found 
),. 
/ in the famous History£! Philadelphia by J. Thomas Scharf and Thompson 
Westcott, published in 1884. From a very different perspective is that '1 
written, twenty-five years later, by the Reverend Joseph L. J. Kirlin,. a 
priest of the Archdiocese of Philadelphia, in his Catholicity !a Philadel-
Ehia. The most widely read account is the chapter in Ray Allen Billington 1s 
classic examination of the origins of Nativism, The Protestant Crusade, 
1800-1860. Shortly after the appearance of Billington{s book., Hugh J. Nolan \\ 
'\o. published a full-length b·iographical study of one of the central characters: 
The Most Reverend Francis Patrick Kenrick, Third Bishop !l£ Philadelphia, 
1830-1851• He devotes a lengthy chapter to the riots and the events leading 
up to them. Finally, in the Spring, 1968 Historz .2f Education Quarterlz, , 
V~cent P. Lannie and Bernard C.- Diethorn contributed the most recent dis-. 
cussion, entitled "For the Honor and Glory of God; The Philadelphia Bible 
/'J Riots of 1840". I propose to examine these five treatments of the riots 
-----~-- and the adequacy of explanation provided by each. 
---~. ---- --- -
) 
- ~--- - -····-----.-----. 
-- - ----- --
. . ... Scharf and Westcott attempted to write ~ complete history of the City of ~ l!, 
Philadelphia from its foundation down to the date of publication, 1884. Al-_ "i 
' 
. 
though pot totally successful, their work has provided every historian since 
. ~ . 
... 
that time with much of his basic material. No one can write about Philadelphia p 
... -, , ...• "' -- -·•·J-
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) 
during the period they cover without consulting this work. It not only is a 
history per_!!!, but also in its three volumes contains analyses of most of 
the various separate forms of human endeavor, religion, art, architecture, 
l business, law, biographies~ and so forth. 
Nearly ten pages of the work are devoted to the story of the riots and 
their aftez,nath. The narration generally agrees with those of the newspapers, 
l '' but it is necessary to compare the details carefully with other sources. One 
reason for this is certainly the bias of one of the authors, Thompson West-
cott, who, as has been mentioned above, was a founding member of the Native 
American (American Republican) Party in Philadelphia. The general blame for 
the riots is placed upon the Ro,man Catholic Church, following the presentment 
of the Grand Jury and many or· the newspapers. However, given the period and 
the authorship, it is difficult to see how any othe~ description.would be 
possible. 
. One particularly interesting analysis of the American Republicans is 
found in their account. 
,..· .. 
• 
••• Two classes of citizens became members. Young 
m.en, native-born, were naturally attracted ·by the 
sentiment "Americans should rule America 91 o There 
was another class, mich included. some young. peo- ·-·'"·---- · ple, but mostly of persons some years beyond man-hood, or approaching or beyond the middle age» who 
were led by religious prejudices against the Catho-lics. These conflicting influences were at first 
accommodated by the immediate-pressure and excite-
ment o · But the time· came 'trhen. the two sections dis~ 
agreed 51 and the party gradually fell tro piece,so ••• In the later days ~f the party the upureua Native Americans, who ~eparated from the sectarian Native Amerie.ans, were called, in the slang of the party, 
"Mountain Sweets 11 • (1) 
•' 
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The derogatory note of the name "Mountain Sweets" seems to indicate that 
anti-Catholicism may have been stronger in the American Republican Party 
than the party's satements would indicate. 
Used in connection with other records, the Scharf and Westcott History 
!].f_ Phil,!l(ielphia is an invaluable source of materials on the events of May 
and July. Its obvious bias in favor of the Nativists is easily overcome 
by comparison of its analysis with others, and it is the only continuing 
narrative account of the city', providing the results as well as the actual 
happening of the riots. 
Father Kirlin 1s Catholicity,!!! Philadelphia attempts to "consider the 
Church, not as a thing apart, but as a vital factor in the City's life". 2 
It is more an introductory work than a scholarly one and lacks most of the 
scholarly apparatus with which to check the statements which he makes. J 
Further, this is a distinctly partisan book and written under the imprimatur 
.;, of the Archbishop of Phiiadelphia from the era before · ,ecumenicity, and tends 
to irritate the non-Roman Catholic reader with many of its assumptions. The 
The two chapters of particular interest for this essay are both titled, I 
"Admjnistration of Bishop Kenrick". 
.. 
~ __ :::.:::.----·--
For Kirlin, the c&1ise of the riots is quite simple. . ~ 
· Tue cause of the ~iots -lie-pa ~may-b~saftrly 
-as·cribed to the religious revival begun by a concerted action of the Presbyterians of· the United States~ in the second quarter of the centuryo The propaganda of Presbyteri-anism consisted chiefly in the dissemination of·anti-Catholic literature, containing the revelations of Maria Monk and other "escaped nuns 11 • (3) 
... 
'v.: 
... 
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From this silllple indictment of the Presbyterian Church as instigators of 
the riots, Kirlin moves to the "political-religious" Native Americans, 4 
including a short background of the city generally, stressing its traditions 
of lawlessness and violence. 
Following this general introduction, Kirlin covers the jmmediate and 
officially stated cause of the riots, the question of the use of the Bible 
in the public schools. In this he also shows how extensive the anti-Irish 
I Catholic prejudice was, stressing that other Roman Catholics were seldom 
attacked, but that Irish Catholics were the butt of attacks upon their per-
t sons, their character and their religion. 5 He states that the Kensington 
District was inhabited a)most entirely by Ulstermen1 both Catholic and Prot-fJ 
ewtant, and that it had been the scene of a number of previous clashes be-
tween the descendants of the Battle of the Boyne. 6 
Kirlin's description of the riots does not differ from the press reports ) 
except that he makes much more of the refugee situation than a more impartial 
·,, observer might. Much of the last section of Chapter twenty-five is devoted 
to the repudiation of the Grand Jury presentment, which accused the Catholic 
,, communjty of the insti-gation of the riots through their activities to 
-~--)•exclude the Bible from our Public Schools". This charge, of course, was ' , ...... ,-, •..•.. ,-·,-·-
not true, and was quickly shown to be so by members of both the Roman Catho- ·, 
lie community and the members of the Board-of Controllers of ,the Public Schools • 
! ,·t 
His narrative of the July riot is !JlUCh briefer than that of the May out-
'§'-break, primarily because the July ·situ~tion was more ·a military insurrection. '--·----;--··· 
Although centered around St .. -... : Philip Neri Church, it really did not involve 
"' 
't 
~---- ~----., 
- .. ~.,-. -··- . -···"'' -., ,_ 
--------- : ..... 
.. 
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ROID8n Catholic8 in the way the May occurrences had. 
Although no~ the best authority upon which to base a study of the riots, 
Kirlin provides some information which seems to be unavailable elsewhere, 
and his general coverage of the riots themselves is as balanced as one could 
expect from someone writing this type of work in his time. He makes several 
statements for which I have found no confirmation. He attempts to denigrate 
the character of George Schiffler, the Nativist proto-martyr, saying that 
he had a record of being troublesome to police, 7 yet none of the newspapers 
of the day to which I had acc~ss indicated anything of this nature. They 
were, on the contrary, almost effusive in his praise. He also states that 
') 
the Nativist artillery during the July riot was •anned by former naval per-
sonnel and was quite well served. The Public Ledger's view, on the other 
hand~,,--was the opposite and states that the cannon were quickly captured 
t' .. :.n-mng-t1ie arrival of the cavalry.-s--
Ray Allen Billington W?Ote ~ The Protestant Crusade, 1800-1860 the 
classic exposition of Nativism in the pre-Civil War period. In his chapter 
on the riots he sets the s~ene by stating that Phi],f'delphia was an "old 
. ~ 
society with a heritage of intolerance toward new forces 0 • 9 
,, 
Although a key 
/ 
to ·Billington• s whole argument, which can be s1muned up· in the equation of 
Nativism with .Anti-Catholicism, there seems to be little basis for this 
analysis. The city had_played ~n active role in the economic life through 
its merchants and the Bank of the United States. It also had a st·rong tra-
dition of. so.eial ~volvement through both the Society of Friends and the : 
.-\l \ 
/, _ __;i 
Abolitionist movement, which had their headquarters here. And although it 
~-\. 
/ 
vas conservativ~ some areas, the city had been open in many ways to large 
\ 
( 
) 
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n•bera ot iwigrants, .particularly Genu.ns and Ulstermen. 
---') 
Warner shovs, 
for example, that the distribution of Irish immigrants in the 1860 wards 
does not indicate the kind of forcing into ghettos which usually accoapanies 
the type of intolerance which Billington thought existed. On the contrary, 
three of the six wards which made up the old city had populations of over 
25 per cent foreign-born Irish. 10 . 
Bj]lington is aore pro-Roman Catholic than either of the two identi-
fiably Roman Catholic authors I have examjned. He is consistently unable 
to see that there might be some right on the side of the Nativists. ·- His 
prjmary sources on the riots appear to be largely Roman Catholic in their 
1 v origin. When he does use newspapers, they are, with one exception, out-of~ 
town ones. The exception is _ui~ Native American, and it is used to show bow: 
unreasoni_ng the Nativists were. He depends almost exclusively upon a .des-
cription by a Catholic eyewitness, published in 1896 in the American Catholic 
Historical Researches. 11 The .newspaper accounts cited most frequently are 
from New York, and he neither uses nor seems aware of the major newspapers 
·-
of Philadelphia, such as the Public Ledger, North American, or u.·s. Gazette. 
~ 
·~ There is n9 citation of· either of the --two previous works which have ·,extensive 
sections on the riots. What stands out in his presentation most clearly is 
the position that Hativists are b?QE!finition evil," and the Roman Catholics 
-~ ~~-
-----······-·······---·· .. 
are-abused by them. In attempting to demonstrate this, he slants the r~cor<i 
. 
' 
••••• ; •• k- ..... ,_. • • ··--· • . • 
.,.. 
__ by neglecting any of the contemporary sources which might ·read to a. different 
. -· ----~-----
" conclusion. The result can ~n1y be classed as inadequate. 
' In assessing the causes of the riots, Billington asserts th~t ·Bishop 
attempting to copy ~ishop Hug,hes. In point of fact, Bishop Ken-
io . 
. -
. . . ~ ..... 
l 
; 
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rick never requested any aid for parochial schools or the setting up of sep-
arate schools as did Bishop Hughes., He specifically requested that Catholic 
children not be requir~d to participate in religious exercises, and that 
they be permitted to use a Bible of their parents• choosing rather than the 
'· \ King James Version. There is far more evidence that Kenrick 118.8 inspired by 
the example of Baltimore than that of New York. 12 
.... 
In at least two cases his facts are incorrect and lead him to mistaken· 
conclusions. In reference to who was in charge of st. Michael's, he.states 
I 
..... 
~· 
• 
that Father Donaghoe was the priest and that he ~as forced to flee in dis-,.,. . .. 
I -He ·was not even present at thte/tjme, being in the Bishop's residence, 
• guise. 
and the priest left in charge was Father Loughran. He did not flee in dis-
. 
_/ 
---·- -
·-
/ 
- - - ---
------
f.] 
_ ...... ~ ---~uiee-bu~eQ __.~,_.,._h_e_. __ k_e __ f+-S-O_V_erto-tr'}lj;a~, CODDnB.~d~t- of •.,Ile district I 
"·.::.~~-'-'- ·. ,1:·1. ~,. -ea-ptain Fair lamb. ~ He had some difficulty in leaving, but did manage to 
escape the.mob. 1~ 1Billington accuses the Mayor of Philadelphia of neglecting 
his duties in regard to _st. Augustine 1·s Church. In fact it was not Mayor 
s·cott but Mayor ·Harper of Kensington who was attending his daughter's birth-~. 
..... 
r 
., 
day party while St. Michael's war:; being attacked. Mayor Scott did al] that 
could be done to prevent the burning of St. Augustine's, but was wisucc~$S- . ····-----· 
.ful'through no fault of his own. The repo~ of the "way that the building 
was fi-red is co~i4etely misleading. 14 Finally, Billington could have avoided ... ,, ,. 
- ., .... 
·. . . · one. mor_emistake ... had he .. consulted Kirlin. ·· He would have found out that St. 
····-··-·-···-.•·-·-·-~--···-·-~----··-··· .. -.. ···· .. --~---··-··-~- ----. - ,_ -
Michael I s was paid for by the ·county at a cost of $27 ,-000 for the church., and 
$6,468.98 for the convent. 
l " 
This is not to say that the County did not try 
to get out of paying _these costs, but the final judgments were given in ~· 
· 15 December and November of 1847, respectively. 
~ 
_. _ ... 
' 
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Billingt~n I s account is the most inadeq~_'~e of the three book chapter•. 
He apparently had decided before he wrote his study that whatever was 
Nativist was both evil and malicious, a.nd whatever was Roman Catholic was 
holy and good. He almost totally neglects the fact that the Irish rough-
necks' attack on a legally assembled meeting brought on the riot in the 
first place. He also fails to me~tion that of the fifteen dead in the first \ 
riot, the overwhelming majority were members of the Hativist group. This 
indicates to me who was doing the most firing. He says that there is a ques-
tion as to who fired first, but had he examjned a wider spectrum of primary 
sources, be would probably not have made that statement. But first shots 
mean little except in the context of views of those like Billington. There 
~sat least evidence to indicate that the attackers were ready to fire, if 
~ey did not, in fact, fir~ first. He also apparently did not make a study 
oi :,the city and its surroundings, nor consult any of the standard works on ( 
"\ Philadelphia history, or h~would have known that Kensington was a locus of. 
I Ulster Irish, not Irish Cat,olic, jmmigration. Had he consult~d with sources~ 
other than those published by th~rican Catholic Historical Society, and /. 
-··· ·--- -------~ --· 
similar sources and materials, be WQuld have known that there Vcl.S Dle>re than 
Qne side to the story of the riots. 
This chapter really needs to be complete·ly revised. and brought, _int 
line with the other research in the field. It is a totally inadequat~ 
- ······' .,· ........ _ ... -·-·· - 1·· 
.~ .......... , ....... -,.•'"·"C"';.;,-~>.- .. --··--"' ........ examinat·ion, of ··an fricident. which. :Billington himself state;s was a major turn-
ing point in the Nativist movement. One function .. of this paper is an attempt ' 
to place this incident in the perspective it deserves • 
. ".:,,· . 
. _._J'~ 
r .. 
,. 
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In a dissertation subrn1tted to the Catholic University or America and 
subsequently published by their press, Hugh J. lo~an has, what I believe to 
I 
. ' I 
be, the most adequate presentation of the riots/in'the presently published 
materials. It is long enough and detailed enough to give a solid basis of 
understanding to a highly complex situation. Although~ Catholic 
pr±ist, of undoubtedly Irish ancestry, and writing about the life of a_ tJ bishop of the Roman Catholic Church, Nolan does not suffer from the a.fflic-
(, 
" 
~-
tion which Billington did, the inability to see any of this situation in 
;~~spective. For Nolan there were Irish who were guilty, just as there were 
.. lativists. 
Nearly the first twenty pages of his chapter are taken up with a full 
and complete -di~ussion of the question of the Bi~~~: public schools. 
I \ 
• In this discussion, Nolan provides (~opies df several important letters to "°' I 
the Board of Controllers from Bishop Kenrick. Without any question, the 
end of the discussion is that at no time did Bi~hop Kenrick re~es~_the 
\ re~oval of the Bible from the Schools. He did request that Roman Catholic 
children be -permitted to uSe a Bible which was acceptable t~heir religious 
- ·-
_ authorities. Nolan shows the progressive deterioration of the situation (-----.,, . ~- ~ 
. \ 
-~) 
for Roman Catholic pupils and teachers, and of the battle ¥¥;ed for them b,:'_/ . . . (. Bishop Kenrick. 
---~ •··- ··-·1 ---~----·r-.--k'"'-
_________ ____.. .. :·. ·_ · . ~--~-----------·--·-nthotig~ii_Q~ ~-l~j mj ng .. to write a full account·-or--·· t·he -riot a·~ -- N ~iB.ll pro-
. .. . 
. 
--- . -·· ,. 
- -· ··-·-- . ' .. ,,., .. --··-' . ~ . . - -·-· .~....--,-• .• - - ---·"' .. -
'· 
'• . 
. . ·,: 
.. 
. · - -
. . 16 vides· a far better ·coverage of them than Kirllll, to whom he defers_. 
Though he states that ~here is · a large body of-, material., "amounting to m~y 
~· 
volumes" on the riots, I have not found this to be soe However, I do agree 
with his statement that most of it . is ;abidly partisan. 17 · Although the eon- . 
-:.'• 
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\ ··:. 
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i 
temporary press 118.y.h Ye said little in favor of the Catholics, aost of the 
writers since that ti.Ille seem to have been sirrongly biased in their favor. l 
,-
Nolan also uses a multi-factor approach, showing that there were several 
important area which made the riots possible, including economic, political 
and ethni~ factors. Although he shows Green-Orange conflict as a factor, 
it does not play as large a part in his explanation as it might. For Nolan, 
the anti-Catholic wave is treated as·a separate factor, but in many ways I 
am inclined toward Kirlin's placement of the blame. If the Presbyterians 
,_ ~ are the major factor in the spread of anti-Catholicism., a·s I believe both 
Kirlin and Billington have shown, then the Ulster Orange-Green conflict has 
an even more important part to play in the story. For it was the earlier 
Ulster-Irish immjgration which had provided the great impetus to the Pres-
byterian Church in Pennsylvania, and _pany of the clergy and members in 
, Philadelphia had this background. The Presbyterians sponsored the American 
Protestant Associ.tb-ion, which provided the base for much of the' anti-Catholic 
material printed in Philadelphia, and, as Nolan shows, they were only look-
ing for an issue. The issue was provided in Bishop Kearick's request to the 
school board. 
Nolan I s s1unma:ry of the riots is very good, and utilizes poth newspaper 
materials and .other sources. There a few minor details which are incorrect. 
---rn a footnote about George Schiffler, Nolan misquotes Kirlin~ 18 He also .. .,.,. ___ ,,_4_~,.h,-·--·~--•·,. ............. ,_M.....,,.._ ... oa(l,.~l~~~--·~----........ ·~- '• ,, 
•• •• • •-•·--••••, 
•-•-••-•"""..._, .. ,..,A.,--""'·-~·--··~-----·-··~--~···-· states that one Ii"obert'"'Gallah·gEfr·····o·r··-t-htr···Hibeirnia····rrreeas· ···was ·-jaortaiiy woundea 
~ 
...... 
' 
. 
' 
. \ 
. 
, ' . 
. 
~-".:.. . ····' \ on Sunday,_ ·Jul7 ?t_h... He was wounded but aJiparently recovered, since he is 
not·- listed in any of the rolls.: of dead in the· riot •. Nolan continues the mis-
. take made by Kirlin concerning the handling of th,e cannons. 19 . 
I 
.. -·, 
. ' 
. . 
I Generally speaking, Nolan's description is the best of the five. He 
gives a rounded report of the riots, realizing that both groups were guilty 
of error, though he does place the primary blame upon the Nativists. His 
knowledge of Philadelphia is far more extensive than Billington's and he 
does not make or repeat many of the latter's obvious mistakes. He also 
provides much information from the bishop's diary and records, which helps 
to explain earlier disputed points. Examples of this would be the corres-
, 
· pondence with the school board, which had 'not been published previously. 
For the picture from a Rom.an.catholic point of view, Nolan is essential. 
"For the Honor and Glory of God: The Philadelphia Bible Riots of 1849" 
'is the title of an article by Vincent Lannie and Bernard Diethorn, appearing 
in the History£! Education guarterly, Volume VIII, number 1, Spring, 19~ 
It is lengthy and contains many explanatory notes, and is, without any doubt, 
the poorest of the treatments, exceeding Billington in its ineptness. It 
is very difficult to tell for what audience this article was written. If it 
was written for historians, it should have been more concerned with the 
event and far more concerned with the accuracy of.its statements. If it was 
written to introduce a lay audience to these riots and their background, then ,. 
. -. -· . 
it would need to have a better presentation of the incident, a proper biblio-
. . graphy, and again, the elimination of certain basic mistakes, which could 
have been checked by the reading of Nolan, which t~ey cite • 
-------- --- -----------·--·. -----------------------~------·· ·-----·-·- --
- .. , .... _ ........ -----.. -::· --JI---.. ----··-----·--------, ------·&----·----------·--·--- -·- -----···-------,---· ·------- - - ·- ., --
Th first aajor error is·the title, which implies that the riots occur-
red in 1 40. In fact,: the whole title cast$ these riots· in a mAAD.er·which 
I 
. 
·· • . I 'the participants would not~recognize. Any scholar will grant that the ques~ 
tion of the' Bible in .the public schools had much to do witp the riots, but· 
··~ 
·- -·--·-----~--·--- -- - . --- ... ··-·--·~ 
... 
' 
.r. 
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thie was not the direct cause. If it had been, then the riots would probabl7 
have occurred much earlier, when the pressures for change in the Bible-reading 
policies of the Board of Controllers were at their peak. In covering the 
background of the disagreements about the usage of the Bible, the authors 
bring in the position of Bishop Hughes of New York as playing a principal 
part in Bishop Kenrick's thinking. To be sure, Kenrick supported Hugpes 1 
actions in New York, but it is highly questionable that he ever thought or 
, • I 
trying to apply the same practices to Philadelphia. Tpis can be sejn by 
reading his correspondence with the Board, provided by Nolan. The writers 
also quote extensively from the various religious papers published in the 
city, but use very little from the major press. Such quotations as to occur 
are only from those papers which were recognized as partisan even by the 
standards of the forties. 
, The ·rioters would hardly recognize themselves in the picture painted by 
the authors of this article.· Nativism is reduced to little more than an 
0 
· adjunct to the "real" reason for. the riots20 which was the question of the 
Bible. Twenty-eight pages of -the article are taken up with the exposition 
of the complete story of the matt.er of the Bible in th~· schools, while, only 
fifteen are used to examine the ·riots, their results, and the attitudes of \ . 
' 
~he p~pple about them. The actual happenings in the riots are glossed over 
~ 
-almost completely, but even in thls short treatment some major mistakes j} 
.. 
manag~ to creep in. . In their reports ~f ----the r iets, -the-··authors···,ao···11ot"···~-----· ' _.__., __  ~ ---------- -fl .. . 
indicate fro~ ~e~ce th~y derived their account, and, since it is a highly I • 
I . 
condensed one, it is. dtfficult to determine. It. does not tally with the 
> 
,, 
newspaper rel~,ases in its statemerits· a.bout the burning of St. Augustine's, ''-------· . 
l'· -~ ... - . nor in the numbers participating. It ,is interesting to note that they change 
--- ------ • 
' 
f 
• 
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the tera "Irish" to "C1tholic 11 in their suwmation of the Native American 
21 resolutions passed at the State House Yard meeting on Tuesday. No mention 
is made of actions by the rioters, which would indicate thatcthey weren't 
all rioting "For the honor and glory of God", .-Uch as in the song, "The 
Boyne Water", sung at St. Michael's as it burned, or the constant referral~ 
to "Irish" when referring to the Roman Catholics~ I also find little 
evidence of the press condemnation of the military referred to by the 
22 authors, and, in fact, both the Public Ledger and the U.S. Gazette are 
complimentary of the military and its conduct in very trying circumstances. 23 
Other errors occur, such as the attribution pf the Episcopal Reverend Walter 
Colt.~n to the Congregationalists, and the note on pages 103-104 concerning 
the deaths caused by the riots. I have searched the newspapers thoroughly 
· and can find no confirmation for tijeir figures of fatalities during the 
. 
July riots. The off.icial report of Gen;ral Patt~rson to the Governor at 
the end of the riot,lists two troopers killed and twenty-three officers and 
. 
men wounded. 25 As for the civilia~s, a careful.examination of the papers 
indicates that a total of thirteen, ten rioters and three bystanders, were 
kille·d. Even within their own note, their figures make no sense. They 
state that fourteen lost their live~ in Kay and forty-four were killed in 
July, and then follow this by saying that a total of forty-five were killed 
in both riots. This type of 'carelessness should not be dismissed lightly et) 
' in a supposed scholarly, examination. " ) 
(), ., 
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., .{leJ 
" 
. In summary, for the serioll$ .student this article is a was~e of time.:·· . 
It is so filled with inaccuracies as to make both the ~t_ory and the conclu- ~, 
... 
sions open to serious question. Had even a s1nnmary comparison be;en made. ,. 
• ,. 
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with Nolan's chapter, aany of these errors could have been corrected. ?hat 
... they were not, raises questions as to the abilities of the authors, who use 
I 
~ 
. r 
(1 Nolan in footnotes, but not to correct their own materials. Another glaring 
fault is the fact that it is very difficult to check their writing because 
I~ (,~/ 
many of t_heir statements, even those in quotation marks, are not: footnoted. 
In the body of the paragraph will be several statements in quotation marks, 
and other assertions ma~e for which there is no verification given; finally, 
at the end of a par~graph, will appear a footnote listing five or more 
newspapers and their dates. Particularl~ in view of the inaccuracy of some 
, of the statements made in areas which I have been able to check, I would 
question these multi-attributions. 
It is my hope that I have provided in this paper an adequate ba~kground 
. 
-
to, and history of, the riots. I have trt,ed not to be partial to ei the~ side, 
' although I must admit that the split between the primary sources and sec-
ondary materials is su6h as to ··make very difficult the work of interpreta-
tion without bias. Of .the r•works reviewed in th~s chapter, only Nolan 
would meet the criteria of a broad spectrum approach to causation, with an 
accur~te deta~ling of what happened. This is what I have tried to do. 
t 
Both Irish Catholie and Nativist deserve blame in the happenings in 
Philadelphia. Had the Irish not interfered with the rights of the Nativists, 
perhaps no riot,,,, would have occurred. Had Na:tivists not attacked the only. 
----··-·----·-----
institution whi~h ... ilrotec..t.e1i. __ the---new--I-r±sh--·jmmj··g·raiit·-;···again~--·;P~~h~ps -~-~:--;io~, --~-~---- --·u·•--------·-'"•~-··-~~-···--·--- ' • ~· ~..c-----·-
e, ' 
. 'would have occurred. But the combination of attacks led to the results ,. - l 
J catalogued in this paper. 
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PRIMARY SOURCES 
.Newspapers 
Published in Philadelphia: 
' 
The North American and Daily Advertiser, April 30, 1844 - January 1, 1845 
Public Ledger and Daily Transcript, April 30, 1844 ~ January 22, 1845 
United States Gazette, May 7, 1844 - .January 1, 1845 
Out of Town Papers: I 
/ 
) 
/ 
Harrisburg: Democratic Union; weekly, May 8 & 15, .July 24, 1844 
Harrisburg: Pennsylvania Telegraph; weekly, May 8 & 15, 1844; no legible account survives of the July riot. 
Pamphlets ! Full and Complete Account~ the 
(Ppilad'elpbia; · John B. Perry, 
· outbreak. 
i: Late Awful Riots!!'!. ~hiladelphia ••• 
1844?) )>~~!-_"-1 , dealing with the May 
.,/ 
,_,v 
,, 
The Full Particulars~ the Late Riots (Philadelphia, 23 N. 2d St., 1844?) 
A Protestant and Native Philadelphian, The Truth Unveiled ••• ; (Philadelphia, 
M. Fithian, 1844) 
0 Tremendous Riots.!!! Southwark (No Place,· No Publisher, No Date) ... 
Bound with.! Full and Complet~ Account ••• , but with separate pagination. 
Sermon 
Chapin, E. H., Recent Riots!!'!. Philadelphia, (Boston, A. Tompkins, 1844}. 
a-sermon preached in the Universalist'Church of Charlestown, Mass. ~n Sunday, 
May 12, 1844 
' • ·---.. --,--_ .,._. __ . ------·---:---..---· •• ..- .. ~ I.......,......;.....:--.. -· ... ---,-. ·-·-·- ------~----.~ 
. ·------·-~--:-~---·-· .. ------:·-·· .. ··----·------~--· -----. ~~~ 
Articles 
C ~J > • 
Gonzaga, Sister M., "Letter to Mother Superior (May 9, 1844)", American 
Catholic Historical Researches, VIII, No. 2, April 1891, p. 89-90 
.. 
. ' 
";:.,, :: 
.) 
·i.:,,, 
. l 
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Books , ... 
By an American: (Anspach, Frederick Rinehart) The Sons of the Sires: 
! History .2f the Rise, Brogress and Destiny of the American Party, 
J (Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo & Co., 1855) vi, 223 PP• 
Lee, John Hancock, The Origins and Pr9gress of the American Party!!! 
Politics ••• , (Philadelphia, Elliott & Gihon,,,'1855), 264 pp. appendices. 
(This is the official history of the American Republican Party in 
Philadelphia and is essential for any understanding of the riots.) 
Legal Reports 
Ch;rge o; King, P.J • ., to Grand Jury., supra 4 P.L.J. 29 r-· 
Charge of Jones, J., to Grand Jury., supra;·3 P.L.J. 394 
Order of Hermits of St. Augustine vso The County of Phil~delphia, 7 P.L.J. 
" 
; 
.. 1241 summary of case and award of damages )~, 
Trustees of Ste Michael's Church vs. The County of Philadelphia, 7 P.L.J. 
181, summary of case and award of\'damages ,_'\ 
SECONDARY MATERIALS 
Articles 
Bean, William G., 11An Aspect of Know-Nc,t,hingism - the Innnigrant and Slavery••, 
South Atlantic Quarter~:XXIII (October., 1924)., PP• 319-34 
Blau, .Joseph Le, "The Christian, Party in Politics"., Review £f. Religion, 
Vol. XI, No. 1, _Nov. 1946, pp. 18-.35 
7· 
" 
~ffen., Elizabeth M., "Violence in Philadelp_lli/¥ill)ha, 1840 1 s and 1850 1 s"., 
Penns lvani st_o . Vol. XXXVI.ll No. 4, 6~t~- 1969., pp. 381-410 
./ /\ "\ J Lannie., Vincent P. Diethorn., Bernard c • ., "rJ°r the Honor and Glory of God: 
.. _ . -~ Philadel ia Bible Riots of Jij84ou, History ~ Education Quarterly, 
· .~(,--,-- vo1.\nu:;No. 1, Sprj_ng: 1968., pp. 44-106 
)--,--- ---· .·. _ .. -· __ · , T. C • .K. __ JIT~e Very_ Reverend T. _ c!..._ l)c,r:i~gl:J.()~ Ill) Record~ Qf j;_b.e AmericancCatho l j c. -:--~------: ) Historical Societ:y ~ Philadelphiap Vol. XXIII, No. 2, Jun~, 1912., . . • 
· -~ ···· · pp. 69-9(} ( information on the pastor of Ste Michael's Church) · · · · 
. 
~ r 
fan DeusenAlyndon, "Seward and the ScbOol'~uestion Reconsidered"., Journal ' 
!!!.-American Historz, Volo LII, No. 2, Sept., 1965, PP• 313-319 {an . 
, 
xamjnation of one factor to which many .attributed the riots) 
.. 
,. 
, .• J 
,. 
Books 
...... j,~ 
. ' .. 
. ' 
,'}.,. 
• 
. . 
.. 
-10~ 
. Barron, Milton L., ed., American Minorities,! Textbook~ Readipgs !!! 
Intergroup Relationso New York: Alfred Knopf, 1957. (A sociological 
study of minority groups in this country) 
Bell, Daniel, ede, The NeM American Right. New York: C~iteri~n.Books, 1955. (Not too useful; Hosfstadter 0s chapter does mention Nativism briefly.) 
Billington, Ray Allen, The Protestant Crusade, 1800~1860. Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 19640 (The classic study of the topic and periodo) 
Blau, Joseph·'L., ed. Social Theories .2f Jacksonian Democracy., New York: 
Hafner, 1947. {Not too us~ful for this study.) 
Campbell, John A., Histoty 2f th~ Friendli Sons .2f St. Patrick and 2!_ the Hibernian Society for the Relief 51! Em.igrants from Ireland. Phila. 
Hibernian Societyp 1892. (A societal history of a group dating back 
to Revolutionary days. Contains membership lists, participants in 
activities, etc.) 
Dunaway, Wayland F., The Scotch-Irish 2f. Colonial Pennsylvania. Chapel 
Hill: Univ. of North Carolina Press, 1944. (An authorized publica-
tion of the Scotch-Irish Society. It reflects the official views of 
that group ~egard to the differences between Scotch-Irish and 
Irish.) 
\ . ' Gusfield, Joseph R., Sl!!?olic Crusade .•. Urbana: University of Illinois 
Pre'ss, 1963. (An examination of the Temperance Movement which is 
helpful in seeing the relationships.of anti-jmmigrant feelings and 
\ 
c:;-
the benevolent movements.) 
r 
. Hammond, Bray, Banks and Politics.!!! Ameriga. Princeton: Princeton Uni-,~-, 
verBity Press, 1957. (The standard study. Very useful in understand-,, jng the economic situat,,.:Lon of Philadelphia in· the 40's.) 
\ 
---
-
- . 
--· •. -,------ ... -
-
-
- .,#_ 
-
- - - -• -- ,·. ~--~----·_Handlln.,---Gs-ear, Bost-on'_s····rmm:f grants. New York: . A theneuin., -1968. (Classic -----------+--·--r-- . . : . ' . 
study of immigration which ·can be applied to·other Irish i-_igrJttion.) 
* • ~ 
_i· 
J 
f Hansen, Marcus Lee, Th~ ~irant in American History. Cambridge: H~rvard 
.(j 
._ University Press,' 1942. (Classic early study on jmmigration. Chapter: 
.- on Puritanism useful for ')ba~kground~) 
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Highaa, John, Strangers!!! the Land. New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1955 •. (After the period of this study, but helps to under-
stand ·:rrish reactions and later history.) 
Kjrlin, Joseph L.J., Catholicity,!!! Philadelphia. Philadelphia: John 
\ 
~ 
' 
... 
-------------------· ----· 
-
Joseph McVey, 1909. (A valuable early study of Roman Catholicism. in Philade1phiao) 
. . r' 
. -
./ Myers, Gustavus, History £! Bigotry .!!! the United States. , New York: Random House, 194J. (A General history of religious bigotry, 
emphasizing the modern aspects. Barely mentions problems of Irish Catholics.) 
,. Nolan, Hugh J., The Most Reverend Franois Patrick.Kenrick, Third Bishop£!. Philadelphia, 1830-1851. Washington:, Catholic University Press, 1948.-(A most detailed biography of one of the major actors in the riot period.) ~ 
Pochmann, Henry A., German Culture !!! Americj Madison: University o! Wisconsin Press, 1957. (Gives a general picture of 
the U. s., but neglects German Catholicism.) 
culture in 
Scharf, J. Thomas and Westcott, Thompson, History.£!. Philadelphia, 1609-1884. Philadelphia: L. H. Everts, 1884. (Absolutely essential for_any. 
study of Philadelphia prior to 1884.) 
Schlesinger, Arthur M., Jr._, The Age .2f Jackson. Boston: Little, Br_own, _ · 1945. 
1 stephenson, George M., ! History £!. American Immigration. New York: Russell & Russell, 1964. 
.,_, 
~ Sullivan, William A., The Industrial Worker!!'! Pennsylvania, 1800-1840. Harrisburg: Pennsylvania Historical and Museum,Compjjssion, 1955. (Very useful for~ worker attitudes and situationo) . 
•. Tyler, Alice Felt, Freedom's Ferment. New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1962. 
Van Deusen, Glyndon G., The Jacksonian Era. New York: Harper Torehbooks, :Iii ' 1963. 
' 
Wa~,,sam Bass, Jr., The Private Citz. Philadelphia:. University of Pennsyl;ania Press, 1968. (A new study providing a combination of 
social, intellectual, economic and political history for the city 
of Philadelphia.) 
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Wittke, Carl,· The Irish.!!! America. Ba.ton Rouge: Louisiana State UniTer-
sity Press, 1956. (Very useful for background materials on the Irish.) 
\_ Wittke, Carl, ~ Who Built Americao New York: 
"I 
\ 
/ 
good standard work on immigration history. 
the character of the immigrants.) 
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NOTES 
1.) Scharf & Westcott, Qp. cit., p. 668 
2.) Kirlin, Opo cit., p. Tii 
J.) Ibido, Po JQ4 
4.) Ibido, p. 305 
5.) Ibid., pp. 315-16, passia 
6.}· - Ibid., pp. J16, 306 
7.) Ibido, Po J31 
8.) Public Ledger, July B, •Local. Affairs• 
9.) Ibido, Po 220 
Warner, Op. ·cit., p. 139 
Billington, Op. cit., p. 236 
Nolan, Op. cit., p. 294 
•\. 
,-. 
Billington, Op. cit., p. 226; cf. Nolan, Op. cit., p. 314 
• 
10.) 
11.) 
12.) 
13.) 
14.) Billington, Opo cit., p. 226; cf. Public Ledger, May 9, U.S. Gazette, May 9, and North American, May 9 
15.) 
16.) 
17.) 
18.) 
19.) 
20.) 
21.) 
22.) 
23.) 
24.) 
25.) 
Ibid., p. 231; cfo Kirlin, Op. cit., P• 337 
Nolan, Op. cit., P• 303 
Ibid., PP 0 303-4 
Ibid., P• 329 
Ibid., Po 331 
..,, 
Vincent P., Lannie & Bernard c. Diethorn, 11For the Honor and Glory of God: The Philadelphia Bible Riots of 1840"1 History £f. Education Quarterly, Vol. VIII, No. 11 Spring, 1968,,~ p. 62 
Ibido .P P$ 74 
Ibid.- 1 P• 86 
Public Ledger, July 9·and· U.S. Gazette, July 9 
Lannie & Diethorn, Op,· cit., ·p. 63 
U.S. Gazette, July 25, /front page_ 
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Vita 
·-
The ReYerend Arthur Elliott Gans was born in Flint; Michigan on 
Jilly 1, 1936 to the Reverend Herbert C. Gans and his wife, the Reverend 
Eleanor Lo Ganso After pastorates in Cleveland and Sylvania, Ohio, the 
fawily moved to Petaluma, California in 19450 Father Gans S}ttended pub-
lic schools in Petaluma through thevtenth grade and completed his high 
school education at Westtotm School, Westtown, Pennsylvania, the oldest 
coeducational Friendsv boarding school in the country. Follm-1ing his 
graduation in 1954, he attended Oberlin College for one year and then 
transferred to the University of Washington in Seattle 9 where he was 
graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in Philosophy in August, 1957. He 
entered the Pacific School of Religion in September, transferring to 
Church Divinity School of the Pacific the following yearo He graduated in 
June, 1960 and was ordained Deacon in the Episcopal Church that same 
month. In January, 1961, he was ordained priest and entered active duty 
as a chaplain in the United States Army. After an initial tour at Fort 
George Go Meade, Maryland, where he met his wife Dolores, Father Gans) 
spent three years in Germany. During th~ period he also attended 
the summer session at st. Augustine,~,_sCollege, Canterbury, England, the 
I 
central theological college of the(Anglican Communion. Upon his return to 
the United States, Father Gans served as a missionary in Nevada and then 
came to Lebanon, PennsJrlvania, as curate of ~to Luke 0 s Church and chaplain 
of Talbot Hall, an iBstitution for disturbed teen~aged girls. He is now 
enrolled at Rutgers University, pursuing a course of studies in colonial 
American history. Father and Mr~. Gans have two children. 
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